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Proved by years of research: TetraMin keeps your fish completely healthy

The proven value of TetraMin is created by a unique combination of more than 40 raw materials and vitamin sources. Blended and balanced as a food and as a nutrient, the combination of vitamins, minerals and trace elements helps to ensure that your fish will have good health their “fish life” long.

TetraMin has been developed over many years through carefully controlled feeding experiments in the world’s largest scientific station for testing tropical fish food part of Tetra’s own research department. This continuing research effort is recognised by millions of aquarists around the world who all agree — it’s a long life and a healthy one for fish. Feed on TetraMin.

TetraMin means longer life for your fish
Comments and Quotes

- International co-operation
- National interests

International Aquatics

We are sure that we express the sentiments of all fishkeepers of good will in this country anxious to further the interests of their hobby when we offer our congratulations to the Federation of British Aquatic Societies for the support they give to the efforts of European fishkeepers to promote closer ties amongst the national aquatic federations. In particular, appreciation should be expressed for the efforts of FRAS Council Member Mr Tom Glass, who has through recent years forged many valuable links both personally and on behalf of the FRAS with fishkeepers in Europe. In this issue appears a report of the assembly of Federation representatives that took place in France this summer, and this appears to have been a most stimulating occasion for the participants.

It has always been the policy of PetFish to bring to our readers news and articles from the best of continental as well as of British fishkeepers and our pages have carried articles from authorities in Cechoslovakia, France, Germany, and the Netherlands amongst others; we are certain that nothing but good can come of the exchange of ideas. Will some of the first members of the public in the queues to use the Channel Tunnel be aquarists, led perhaps on this side by Mr Tom Glass and fellow officers of the FRAS?

Backward Step

With the type of co-operation mentioned above likely to bring great rewards in Europe, it is all the more saddening to note an attempt to form yet another ‘national’ organisation in this country. Ostenibly having the highest motives of achieving uniformity with regard to show standards and methods of judging over as wide an area as possible the scheme must knowingly carry the seeds of partition within its very inception. Two years ago, in October 1975, I commented on the breakdown of the constructive talks on uniformity of showing and judging standards held between the Federation of British Aquatic Societies, the Federation of Northern Aquarian Societies and the Midland Association of Aquarian Societies; these talks came to a halt over disagreement on what the new rules were to be called. Unfortunately there seems to have been stagnation on this issue ever since. Perhaps the northern aquatic groups are impatient to get on with the task of promoting uniformity of standards, but it can scarcely be called progress for one vested-interest group to put on new hats, announce that they are now founder members of a ‘Confederation of United Kingdom Aquarists’ and invite co-operation from the rest.

If such an organisation were to spring from a concerted action by all the major aquatic organisations it could be welcomed by everyone, but this is not the case. If it could be seen to be promoted by groups with ideas and plans embracing wider and more worthwhile issues than the committee job of ‘standards’ it could be welcomed, but this is not the case. The clock is being put back 25 years. It can only be hoped it won’t take another 25 years to get back to where we were in 1971.

DIARY 1974

AT the end of this month the PetFish Aquarist’s Pocketbook and Diary 1974 will be published. It has an enlarged aquatic data section, the usual 16 pages of world maps in colour and is fitted with pencil. Price (to include VAT) is 44p ($1.50 post free USA and Canada). Orders for single copies and trade orders can be sent now to P.F. Publications, 554 Garratt Lane, London, SW17 0NY, for despatch immediately the Diary is published.
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‘Drugged’ Fish

REGARDING your Comments and Quotes in your July issue, I feel I must reply to the drugged fish problem. While I will agree with Bob Goldstein that quinaldine will probably not cause any harmful effects to fish in laboratory tests, its use under the sea for collecting is quite another story.

In the laboratory it is possible to give controlled doses of the drug in a measured amount of water, but under the sea this is absolutely impossible. If a small fish, say a queen angelfish or jewelfish, is hiding in a deep hole and the drug is squirted in the hole, the fish may lock itself in there until it is knocked out. Then the poor unconscious body may float out to be netted by the brave collector. Of course the fish may have absorbed a lethal dose by that time.

Quinaldine in itself is not harmless. Right on the label it states: ‘Caution: Vapor Harmful. Avoid prolonged or repeated breathing of vapor. Avoid prolonged or repeated contact with skin.’ Now if it was totally harmless, this label would not be necessary. But that is only half of the story. The other half is that most collectors mix the drug with acetone. Acetone is extremely poisonous.

A skilled collector can catch all the fish he can use without drugs, poison or dynamite. I have done it myself for nearly 20 years and taught many others. My new book, THE MAINE COLLECTOR’S GUIDE, tells exactly how to do it. It is a little more work without drugs but the losses are negligible. When I was collecting full time, my annual collecting losses were less than 3% of the catch. I have seen drug collectors toss out half their catch or a good portion of it. I have seen their tanks with dead fish on the bottom, without a mark on them but obviously dead from drugs. Florida now has a law prohibiting the use of drugs for fish collecting, except by special permit, so a dealer can write to the Dept. of Natural Resources in Tallahassee, Florida and ask for a list of collectors who use the drugs, compared to those who do not, and buy from those who do not use drugs. Myself, I wouldn’t want a fish free if I knew it was caught with drugs.

ROBERT P. L. STRAUGHAN

Salt Water Aquarium Magazine

Too Little

AFTER purchasing yet one more bag of daphnia which contained about ten fleas at the most, I should like to ask you to print this letter as a protest. The number of daphnia in the bags I’ve been getting recently is just ridiculous. All that pink water and about a dozen fleas! I appreciate all about the difficulty of collecting them, the cost of packaging them and so on—but for goodness sake, baggers-up of daphnia, play fair. Even the long-sufering fishkeeper will turn sour in the end. The daphnia have always been a bit of a ‘treat’ but they’re now in the caviare range.

Feltham, Middlesex

I. BAKEWELL

—And Too Much

I’VE been meaning to write to you for the last couple of months to thank you for the timely tip about not killing Daphnia by too great an air stream (Comments and Quotes, PFM, April 1973). I can occasionally obtain a couple of pailsful of daphnia from a sewage farm and when the yield is good it’s almost impossible to resist the urge to take that little bit extra, even though you know it’s greatly overcrowding the fleas. I’ve been accustomed to rush home with the buckets and bung in two air lines belting out air in the belief that I was saving the daphnia and not realising that I might be actually killing them. With this warm summer I would have tried to get even more air stirring up the water in the bucket. Anyhow, I’ve cut it down now to a gentle bubble and although it’s pretty difficult to judge the saving, I definitely think that the ‘mortality’ rate has improved and the daphnia has lasted longer.

Cranleigh, Surrey

H. L. SIMONS

Confederation of United Kingdom Aquarists

THIS Confederation has been set up by the following organisations with the object of achieving uniformity with regard to show standards and methods of judging over as wide an area as possible: Federation Northern Aquarium Societies,
An enthusiastic hobbyist?
Don’t miss
THE HOBBY’S SHOW

THE AQUARIUM SHOW ’73

Royal Horticultural Society Old Hall
Vincent Square, London S.W.1

FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
2nd–4th NOVEMBER

Competitive Fish Classes
Aquarium Society Tableaux
Specialist Societies Displays • Trade Exhibits
and the

FEDERATION OF BRITISH AQUATIC SOCIETIES
SUPREME CHAMPIONSHIP FISH CONTEST 1973

Schedules, etc: 554 GARRATT LANE, LONDON SW17 0NY 01-947 2805

Public Opening Times
Friday 2nd 1 p.m.–9 p.m.
Saturday 3rd 10 a.m.–9 p.m.
Sunday 4th 10 a.m.–5.30 p.m.

ADMISSION
33p
children 11p

Special rates for school and club parties booked in advance

How to Get There
By TRAM to Victoria Station (5 min. walk) or to Victoria Underground via Circle, District and Victoria Lines from main-line stations. By BUS: 10 or 149 to Vincent Square (Horseferry Road); 2, 2A, 2B, 36, 36A, 36B, 181 or 185 to Vauxhall Bridge Road. By CAR: from North, West and East follow “West End” sign-posts to Marble Arch, then Park Lane, Hyde Park Corner, Grosvenor Place, Victoria, from South and South-east cross Thames by Vauxhall Bridge or Lambeth Bridge. Multi-storey car park in Rochester Row (2 min. walk from show)

“i saw your advertisement in PFM”
New PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD

The very latest scientific research into fish nutrition has revealed the exceptionally high vitamin needs of tropical fish. Based on this research Phillips have produced SUPERFOOD—a completely new concept in fish foods. Phillips SUPERFOOD supplies a desirable balance of 48% protein with carbohydrate, fat and essential minerals. But most important of all, Phillips SUPERFOOD is enriched and fortified to meet as closely as possible the specially high vitamin requirements of freshwater and marine tropicaals, as now known.

More and more the hobby aquarist looks to Phillips for the finest fish foods. Now with the introduction of SUPERFOOD you have a luxury high-vitamin flaked food, at a realistic price, which you can use with confidence for all your tropical and marine fish.

Phillips SUPERFOOD provides:

**VITAMINS**
- vitamin A
- vitamin D
- vitamin E
- vitamin B1
- vitamin B2, nicotinic acid
- pantothenic acid
- calcium d-pantothenate (pantothenic acid)
- choline
- biotin
- folic acid
- inositol
- vitamin B12
- vitamin C
- vitamin K

**MINERALS**
- calcium
- phosphorus
- sodium
- magnesium
- iron
- copper
- manganese
- chloride
- iodine
- sulphur
- silicon

**GUARANTEED ANALYSIS**
- Minimum crude protein 48%
- Minimum crude fat 5%
- Maximum crude fibre 3%

**PROTEIN AMINO ACIDS**
- arginine
- cystine
- glutamic acid
- glycine
- histidine
- hydroxy proline
- lysine
- methionine
- phenylalanine
- proline
- tryptophan
- tyrosine
- tryptophan
- threonine

**INGREDIENTS**
- liver meal,
- fish meal,
- meat meal,
- steptone,
- brewer's
- high-protein wheat flour,
- soya bean meal,
- beef collagen,
- dried milk,
- dried blood,
- dried yeast,
- cod liver oil.

Phillips Yeast Products Ltd., Park Royal Road, London, NW10 7JX

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
Scientifically advanced nutrition for tropical fish.

PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD

EXTRA HIGH VITAMIN FLAKED FOOD
FOR FRESHWATER TROPICALS AND COLEOBITS

2 1/2 oz 62p, 1 1/2 oz 36p, 6 oz £1.52, Trial Size 20p

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
ANOTHER WINNER FROM ROSEWOOD

AQUARIST PLAYING CARDS

High quality finish, standard size, each with individual full colour fish

Suggested retail price 71p including VAT

ERIC WOODS (ROSEWOOD) LTD., 113 WATLING STREET, WELLINGTON TELFORD, SHROPSHIRE TF1 2NJ Tel.: Wellington 2261/2

FOR THE FISHKEEPER WHO WANTS SOMETHING DIFFERENT

A.B. AQUATICS
10 REDDAL HILL ROAD
CRADLEY HEATH
WARLEY, WORCS.
CRADLEY HEATH 65520

Examples of speciality fish now in stock

TROPICAL
14" TIGER OSCAR £15.00 6" WHITE PIRANHA £7.50
6" ELECTRIC CAT £4.00 10" ARAWANA £16.00
15" OSPHRONEMUS GORAMY £25.00 6" SILVER SHARK £6.60
6" NATTERERI PIRANHA £8.50 6" HECKEL DISCUS £11.50

MARINE
8" FIVE BAR ANGEL £15.00 10" CLOWN TRIGGER £130

COLDWATER
8" PAIR KOI £15 10" SELECTED KOI £12.50 6" METALLIC KOI £1.95 each

As well as our usual large range of Malawi Cichlids, Oscars and other rare fishes

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
NOW! A MAGNIFICENT SET OF SEVEN FREE FISH BADGES FOR YOU TO COLLECT!

Change TODAY to KING BRITISH VIT-A-MIN TROPICAL FISH FOOD and begin collecting your tokens

HOW TO GET YOUR BADGES!
To obtain ONE badge, completely free, you will need:
* 6 tokens
OR 1 token and 2 labels from 8 oz. Vitamin tube.
OR 1 token and 1 label from a 1 lb., 2 lb. or Large Flake tub.

TO GET YOUR BADGES FOR ONLY 10p
You will need 2 tokens plus a 10p postal order.

COLLECT ALL THE BADGES
You may have as many badges as you wish provided you send the number of tokens or labels listed above for every one you want.
This offer closes April 30th, 1978 and applies to U.K. only.

YOU COLLECT TOKENS EACH TIME YOU BUY KING BRITISH

IN 6 POPULAR SIZES PLUS LARGE FLAKE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>12 g</td>
<td>11p + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>26 g</td>
<td>20p + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>2 oz.</td>
<td>£2.00 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeders</td>
<td>1 lb.</td>
<td>£4.15 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumbo</td>
<td>2 lb.</td>
<td>£4.15 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Size</td>
<td>6 oz.</td>
<td>£1.20 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Size</td>
<td>6 oz.</td>
<td>£1.20 + VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Large Flake)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
WITH A NAME LIKE THAT YOU HAVE TO BE GOOD!

We don't know what made the Orion people* choose a name like PoPo for their smaller air pumps—but we do know that the PoPo I and PoPo II are unmatched for performance, value and reliability. We started selling PoPo I's in September, 1972 and have received scores of favourable comments on their design and performance. Our Managing Director visited their factory last November and is still enthusing about the Orion quality control.

It's worth paying just a few pennies more than the cheapest pumps to get this kind of value.

PoPo I for 1 or 2 aquariums—£1.44 (inc. V.A.T.). PoPo II for up to about 4 aquariums—£1.88 (inc. V.A.T.)

Interpet
for trouble free fish keeping!

DORKING • SURREY

*makers of the outstandingly successful Night & Day Twin Pump—only £4.67 (inc. V.A.T.)
Vitakraft

Fish diseases easily recognized—quickly cured

Ask for

Vitakraft
new Medical Primer
with a practical
diagnoses table
at your local petshop

“The Vitakraft Fish Pharmacy helps in all cases.”

• “multi-VT-min” provides life in the aquarium water.
• “Emolin 65”, the new elixir with preventive action.
• “Florasin”, the new fertilizing tablet.
• “Antimaladin” against parasitical fish diseases.

Prevention at the right time medical primer!

“Thanks for your advertisement in PFM!”
Make sure your fish get their vitamins—even when they won’t eat.

Scientific investigation into the nutritional requirements of fish has emphasised their need for vitamins. For example, weight for weight, they need 4 times as much Vitamin B₁ as we do, 5 times as much nicotinic acid and 16 times as much Vitamin B₂.

Yet fish may be fussy about their food and refuse even the most appetising diet. When this happens try Phillips AQUAVITE.

Phillips AQUAVITE was developed to provide the essential food vitamins—even when fish are not actively feeding. Simply drop an Aquavite tablet into the tank. It's water soluble and as it dissolves the vitamins are released into the water and absorbed by the fish. By freshwater fish over the gills, by marines in the water they constantly swallow.

Phillips AQUAVITE promotes good health, fertility and colour brilliance. And it's specially recommended when introducing new fish into marine aquaria. The vitamins in AQUAVITE not only help to keep the fish healthy, but also stimulate the appetite and so encourage the fish to take normal food.

Phillips AQUAVITE will not cloud the water. 50 Tablets 33p.

PHILLIPS YEAST PRODUCTS LTD., PARK ROYAL, LONDON, NW10 7JX.

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
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continued from page 279

Federation Scottish Aquarist Societies, Yorkshire Association Aquarist Societies. The Confederation to date has brought together close on 200 societies, and is in negotiation with other bodies, who wish to maintain their own identity yet achieve the above objective. The underlying principle of the Confederation is that each member-organisation continues to run its own affairs without interference from any other body, but co-operating in a united Judges & Standards Committee with equal representation from all parties concerned. Currently available—new Points System for Difficulty of Breeding. Going to print—Comprehensive List of all families, individual species, recommended minimum and maximum sizes; also revised Paintings of Single Fish, Furnished Aquaria and Plants. All these revised painting systems have been designed to be incorporated in a loose-leaf binder and will be kept under constant review.

Already large strides have been made in achieving the overall aims and objectives of the Confederation, and uniform Show Standards and Judging Methods are now being applied to the largest cross section of aquarium societies in this country to date and will also be applied to the largest aquarium show in this country, if not the largest in Europe, namely, the British Aquarist Festival.

We would openly welcome any other Association or Federation wishing to assist in achieving uniformity. Why not join us?

C. WALKER
Chairman, FNAS

Water Plants Wanted

I have been reading with interest the articles by Mr. W. A. Tomey on water plants, extremely well done. The pictures in August FBM were breathtaking—absolutely beautiful. And the article most informative. For years I have been trying to plant my tanks but to no avail since here in the States one cannot get the variety as discussed in your articles. I am really at my wits’ end seeking and never finding different plants. Here they carry only the more common water sprite, one type Crypt. (haerteliana), Cabomba, banana plant and occasionally Amazon sword plants. Not that these plants are not good, but after years of these, one is ready for something more than this. I am now going to send for some from your advertisers in England. I would pay postage, anything as I am desperate.

MRS A. HARTMAN

Network, Delaware 19711, U.S.A.

The AQUARIUM SHOW ‘73

Friday 2nd November to Sunday 4th November
Royal Horticultural Society’s Old Hall, London S.W.1.

SCHEDULES for the competitive classes at The Aquarium Show ‘73 have been distributed to societies and further copies can be obtained from 554 Garrett Lane, London, SW17 eNY. There are 18 classes for tropical and coldwater marine (classes Ya and Yb). Completed entry forms must be returned to show secretary: Mr. Ross Kerridge (73 Glebelands, Harlow, Essex) by 22nd October. Benching takes place from 5.00 p.m. on Thursday, 1st November.

JUDGES of the competitive classes this year are to be Mr. M. Carter (FRAS), Mr. A. M. Deakin (FRAS/ BMAA), Mr. D. C. M. Durvant (FRAS), Mr. L. C. Emery (Bristol AS/GSGB), Mr. P. Ginger (FRAS), Mr. A. F. Biddulph (FBAS/CNAA), Mr. H. Towell (FRAS) and Mr. R. Wagg (FBAS/CNAA).

FURNISHED AQUARIA and aquascapes form part of the Society Tableaux. Competitors’ stands—at least one tank on each stand having to conform with normal FBAS entry requirements for classes Aa–Ac, Ad–Al. Ail pets for the last 2 years, Basingstoke AS, are hoping to make it the hat-trick this year though knowing that there will be very stiff competition. Societies intending to enter who have not yet completed an entry form, please send them to my office.

TICKETS at special rates are available for parties (minimum 10 tickets) if booked and paid for in advance. These tickets (including VAT) are: adults, 22p each; children 6p each. Remittances should be sent to the Show Organiser, 554 Garrett Lane, London, SW17 eNY together with name of society (if applicable), number of tickets and day (Friday, Saturday or Sunday) required.
COLORATION IN FISHES

How and Why Colour is Shown

By IAN C. SELLICK

THE number of ways in which fishes use their colours and colour patterns is vast, so only a few examples of the commoner uses will be presented here, namely courtship, recognition, territory demarcation, camouflage, defence and mimicry.

Courtship

This is the most important function of coloration and, to this end, all the other uses are often employed, i.e. recognition, territory, demarcation etc., particularly in the percoid fishes such as cichlids.

Basically it is a system of colour changes or pattern changes which are used as signals from male to female and vice versa to indicate readiness to spawn. For instance, in the unicorn fish (Naso tennimaculatus), normally a drab colour, a bright blue saddle patch together with blue vertical stripes appears in the adult male when interested in a female. Among freshwater fishes, the cichlids have been the most extensively studied, colour patterns being associated with various postural alterations to indicate willingness to spawn. In other fishes there tends to be a general increase in the intensity of colour together with an unfurling of the fins in males where these are longer than those of the female, e.g. the Hymenobrycon rosaceus type.

Associated with courtship in many species is a complete sexual dimorphism as mentioned earlier, with regard to Pseudotropheus auratus. This condition is particularly prevalent amongst the Rift Valley cichlids of Africa, although other fishes do show it, together with differences in fin size and shape, e.g. Betta splendens.

Recognition

This is, of course, a necessary prelude to courtship and is demonstrated admirably by most fishes where a certain pattern is flashed on the sides, as mentioned above (Naso tennimaculatus etc.).

However, recognition is also important in many other contests, particularly in schooling fish, where certain species have patterns enabling them to be distinguished from similar fish. A good example of this is provided by the three silvery schooling Haplochromis of Lake Malawi (H. brochili, H. pleurostigma, H. trimaculatus), where all are essentially identical except for schooling marks—horizontal black line in Haplochromis brochili, two spots in H. pleurostigma and three spots in H. trimaculatus.

Just after hatching and during raising it is important that cichlids be able to recognise their young, and the young recognise their parents. To this end, many adult cichlids have a 'brood card' pattern, which is often mimicked by the youngsters.

Territory Demarcation

Colour signals provide a dynamic means of demarcating territory. This may be seen to best effect amongst the brightly coloured marine fishes. For instance, many butterflies may have very similar markings, e.g. Chorodon auriga, C. rugabunda and C. fulcata, and yet do not attack each other as they basically feed on different foods, yet each will attack another member of the same species. Damselflies are also extremely aggressive in their protection of territory, although colour here is often not so important, many different patterned fish occupying the same 'ecological niche'. It is probably by virtue of this territoriality amongst coral reef fishes that they have developed the bright colours and incredible patterns that make them so attractive.

Camouflage

This is an obvious use for colour and colour patterns, as shown by the well-known example of the plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) and other bottom flat fishes, which have the ability to change colour according to the substratum on which they be. However, colour, often in association with shape, plays a part in the camouflage of such fishes as the discus (Symphyla), the angel fish (Pterophyllum) and the festive cichlid (Cichla), all found in the Amazon basin amongst tree roots and
Sexual distinction by colour and pattern is prevalent in the African cichlids of the Rift Valley. On this page are shown the male (right) and female (below) of Pseudotropheus auratus.

From a colour transparency by Ray Skipper.

other similar dark habitats, hence the brown colours and/or vertical bands.

Also camouflaged, although less obviously so, are tiny swimming or schooling silvery fish such as the 
Haplochromis
talked about earlier. Here, only the back tends to be coloured dark as protection against aerial predators; the reflectivity provides protection from all other angles.

An interesting proof of camouflage: protection amongst the bottom-dwelling catfish is provided by the unusual upside down catfish (Synodontis nigricans), where the colours of other Synodontis are reversed: i.e. brown underside and lighter dorsal surface.

Defence

The main form of defence is by camouflage, but some fish use sudden startling displays of colour to frighten potential enemies, or have such patterns as ocelli in the tail to confuse predators. An example of the first is the firesnout (Cichla meso), where the fish puffs out the lower edges of its gills and its throat in defence, the former having two large eye spots on them; the throat is bright red,

The overall dark coloration relieved by light stripes shown in the male Pseudotropheus auratus (top of the page) contrasts with the overall light hue overlaid with dark stripes shown by the female (left).

From a colour transparency by Ian Sellick.
the whole giving the impression of a large face.

The eye spot technique is a common form of defence amongst the butterflies, such as *Charaxes undulatus* and *C. hamata*, where the ocellus occurs on the spiny dorsal fin and the real eye is obscured by a vertical black line.

Of course, colours also provide warning signals that the fish is dangerous; for instance amongst the trigger fishes: *Odontesthes nigricans*, the blue trigger, is relatively peaceful and therefore inconspicuously marked. In contrast, the picasso trigger (*Rhinecanthus aculeatus*) is brilliantly marked and quarrelsome.

**Mimicry**

This is an interesting side line to coloration, although it is not particularly common amongst fishes. The best known example is the false cleaner fish, *Aspidontus taeniatus*, which mimics the cleaner wrasse *Labroides dimidiatus* in both colour and habits, and profits by tearing a lump out of the larger fish which thought it was about to be cleaned!

Another form of mimicry is exhibited amongst the Lake Victoria *Haplochromis* species (and a few others), where the male anal fin carries 'egg spots', which are mimics of the real eggs to encourage the female to try and pick them up and thus inhale a mouthful of sperm-laden water to ensure complete fertilisation.

**Evolutionary Aspects**

How did fishes evolve the colours we now see with them? Originally fishes probably took their colour from their calcareous scales or from the plant food that they ate, and would then have been grey or possibly brownish. However, as they evolved, the ability to use pigments evolved, and the colour cells developed from the nervous tissue leading to controllable colour. It was a question of survival of the fittest. Those fishes best camouflaged stood the greatest chance of survival, so the pressure in slow-moving fishes was for drab colours, or plain silvery sides in fast-swimming fishes. Amongst the predators, more vivid colours could develop, owing to a lesser need for camouflage.

It is difficult to say how each colour and pattern arose, but basically it would have been by mutation, the number of genes controlling colour generally being quite small; hence the ease in obtaining brightly coloured fish amongst the livebearers such as guppies. Thus, with only a small number of genes, the effects of mutation would be correspondingly large, and then natural selection would take care of any unsuitable mutations.

I hope in these articles to have given a comprehensive coverage of all aspects of fish coloration, but obviously some things must have been left out. However, I think that I have done what I aimed to do, introduce the aquarist to the 'whys and wherefores' of his fishes, and to increase his interest in one of their important physiological aspects.

For those interested in further reading about this fascinating subject, here are some books and an article that will provide some of the answers, where they are known, to the gaps that I have left.


These all contain bibliographies for further study of any one specialised subject.

---

**Meetings and Changes of Officers**

**BURST ST EDMUNDS & DAS.** Chairmen, Mr D. K. Keen; vice-chairman, Mr Clark, secretary, Mrs E. Weaver (1 Hound End Road, Bury st Edmunds, Suffolk IP33 2GE); treasurer, Mr J. W. Peddrew; show secretary, Mr V. Green; P.R.I., Mr E. Keen, Meetings: 3rd & 4th Saturday of month, 8.45 p.m. Aldeburgh Hall, Whiting Street, Bury st Edmunds.

**CATFISH ASSOCIATION (GB).** New Associate Secretary, Mr W. Newbold (42 Burlington Road, New Malden, Surrey; telephone 01–651 7533). Show secretary, Mrs D. Latchmore (21 Woolsey Court, Thames Ditton, Surrey). Meetings: 3rd Saturday of month, The Royal British Legion Hall, Holbrooke Hill, Enfield, Middlesex.

**HMSIEM HEMPSTEAD AS.** Chairman, Mr A. Taylor; vice-chairman, Mr M. Hill; secretary, Mrs A. Gurney; assistant secretary, Mr R. D. Holliday; show secretary, Mr E. Ray; treasurers, Mrs J. Collins; treasurer, Mrs G. Whitley; social secretary, Mrs M. Whitley; entry secretary, Mrs A. Taylor; treasurer, Mr R. Collins, F.I.B.A., Mr V. J. Mills (48 Tudor Drive, North Wendover, Bucks.); junior representatives, Mr D. Whitby, Mrs M. Race.

**HIGH WYCOMBE AS.** Vice-chairman, Mr A. Ball; show secretary, Mr R. Louden, photographic secretary, Mr T. Green (18 Greenwood Meadows, Chinnor, Oxford). Meetings: alternate Thursdays, White Horse, Oxford Road, High Wycombe.

**LLANTWIT MAJOR A.S.** Chairman, Mr R. E. Watts; secretary and treasurer, Mr E. O. Johnson (44 Vale View, Cardiff, Cardiff, Glam.); show secretary, Mr J. J. Edwards (Glenrifo, Monk Park, Llaniseld, Combe, Glenrifo, Glam, CF7 5BG). New venue, Llaniseld Farm Comprehensive School, Hens Lane East, Llaniseld, Major Meetings: last Monday of month, 7.30 p.m. Non-members welcome.

**MIXNEND FPO.** New secretary, Mrs J. Jones (19 Cheriton Terrace, Hethers, Yeovil, Hants. TEL: 78653.)

**RIVERSIDE A.S.** Secretary: Mr D. W. Armstrong (42 Roseneath Gardens, Askew Road, London, W12; telephone 01–772 0625). Meetings: 3rd & 2nd Monday of months, 3rd Session Church Hall, Cheadle Road, off Ashford Road, Staines, Middlesex, W12.

**SHERWOOD AS.** New secretary, Mr Brian Bailey (1 Cedar Lane, New Gills, nr. Newark, Notts.)
COLDWATER SCENE

By FRANK W. ORME

PREPARATIONS for the wintering of your coldwater fish should now be given attention, for the cold months are not very far away. Providing the right conditions now is the best way to ensure that the fish have the optimum chance of surviving until next spring.

October is the ideal month in which to carry out the necessary work involved for it is still warm enough to make the task not too unpleasant and still allows time for the fish to settle down again after the disturbance.

Coldwater Aquaria

The indoor aquarium does not present too great a problem. Clean the glass walls of the aquarium thoroughly, so that all traces of algae are removed, and then remove any unhealthy-looking plants or leaves. If necessary the plant growth can also be thinned out slightly. After allowing the debris to settle a siphon should be passed over the compost and between the plants, to suck out as much of the refuse as possible. If this operation is being carried out inside the home I suggest that plenty of old newspaper, spread over a plastic sheet, should be laid on the floor first. This will safeguard the floor covering from any spilt water, which is usually an unavoidable part of this job. Refill the tank with clean water and allow to settle for a half hour or so; then again go over the bottom of the tank with the siphon to remove the settled sediment. Give a final filling of water and the job is finished. When refilling try to have the fresh water reasonably close in temperature to that taken out; a few degrees either way will cause no harm, but too great a difference could possibly cause the fish trouble.

Provided that the fish are not overfed the aquarium should now stay clear, apart from a little algae growth, which is quite easily removed, until the spring.

Garden pools require, basically, the same treatment as the aquarium but this is obviously a much bigger task. Many people leave the annual clean out of their pools until the spring, but I think that if this work is carried out during the autumn the fish will have good healthy conditions in which to spend the winter and, as the plants are dying back, no set-back is given to the plant life at a time when it is just beginning a new season’s growth.

Autumn Attentions for Coldwater Tanks and Garden Ponds

Choose a weekend during a mild settled spell and have ready a net and various containers to place the fish in, when they are caught. These containers should be filled with water at a temperature similar to that in the pool. My own method is to fill buckets with fresh water the night before and leave them near to the pool. By the next morning the two water temperatures are reasonably near to each other and when in clear water the captured fish are easily inspected.

Cleaning the Pond

After the necessary preparations are made the work can begin. The first operation is to lower the level of the water in the pool sufficiently to enable the fish to be easily seen and netted.

If your pool does not have a drainage point then the water must be either bailed out by hand or, if high enough, siphoned out. Possibly the best method is to attach a hose pipe to a submersible pump; lower the pump into the deepest part of the pool and place the other end of the hose pipe so that the water discharges into the nearest waste drain; switch on and let the pump lower the water for you. Whilst this is happening you can prepare tanks ready for any of those fish which you intend keeping indoors over the winter. It is advisable to take fish under 2 inches in length indoors for their first winter and return them to the pool next spring.

When the water has fallen sufficiently low, net the fish and place them into the previously prepared containers. Having caught the fish it is a wise precaution to remove them some distance from the area where you are working; this will avoid any mishaps. It is surprisingly easy to kick over a bucket of fish when your attention is concentrated on something else.

Complete the emptying of the pool, after which, if your water lilies or other plants are in containers, the plants can be hosed down to remove as much slime and algae as possible. Prune away all dead stems and leaves so that a clean healthy-looking plant remains. When you are satisfied with this part of the job remove the plants to a shady spot and cover with wet newspapers or sacking, which will prevent them drying out.

The dirty work now commences, with the removal of the thick layer of black mud that has
accumulated on the bottom of the pool during the season. Carefully sieve through this silt to make certain that no fish are hiding there—you will usually find one or two. The mud can then be disposed of in the flower garden or around the roses, where its richness will do good. Potential pollution in the pool is food in the garden (the strong smell will quickly disappear in the fresh air).

Having got rid of the silt give the pool a scrub and hose down, using a strong jet of water, to remove any algae or other muck from the walls of the pool. Again remove the dirty water and repeat the operation until both the pool and the water that gathers at the bottom are clean.

The plants can now be replaced and the pool slowly refilled, taking care not to disturb the planting medium. This will probably take some time so that attention can be given to the fish whilst the pool is filling up.

**Inspection of the Fish**

Each fish should be closely inspected for any signs of damage, pest or disease. If the pool has been correctly managed this inspection should reveal the fish to be in a clean and healthy state. However, mishaps can, and do, occur, therefore, perhaps a summary of the most likely troubles and suggested remedies will not be amiss.

**Torn fins.** Probably the result of earlier spawning activities. Provided that there are no signs of fin rot there is nothing to worry about and the torn fin will regrow. If you wish the fish can be given a salt bath as follows: dissolve two teaspoonsfuls of salt in 1 gallon of water and place the fish in for 12 hours, after which the fish can be returned to fresh water. Alternatively the affected parts can be painted with iodine diluted with three parts of water. This is best applied with a small camel hair paint brush but be very careful not to allow this medicament to reach the eyes or gills of the fish.

**Missing scales.** The same remarks and treatment apply as for torn fins.

**Fish louse (Argulus).** Rub off any of these parasites with the fingers and give the fish a salt bath. The pool will most likely be infested so that it will be unwise to return the fish to the pool until next spring, by which time the pest will have died from a lack of hosts.

**Anchor worm (Lernaea).** Carefully touch the thread-like parasite with a small paint brush that has been dipped into a strong, deep purple, solution of potassium permanganate; the anchor worm can then be pulled off the fish with a pair of tweezers. Touch the wound with Friars balsam and house the fish in other quarters until next spring.

**Fungus.** If only a small area of a fish is affected the spot can be painted with the diluted iodine solution. Where the fish is heavily infected either repeated salt baths can be given until it is cured or, alternatively, a solution of 1 cubic centimetre (c.c.) of phenoxethal to 99 c.c. of water can be made up. Add 90 drops of this solution to each gallon of water and mix well in. The fish should be kept in the treated water until all signs of the infection have disappeared, after which it can be returned to the pool.

**Fin rot.** The phenoxethal treatment has also been found to be effective in curing this complaint.

**Flakes.** Fish never seem to be entirely free of this pest and therefore it is a good policy to give all fish a disinfectant bath to keep the fish as free as possible.

To 1 gallon of water add ten drops of Dettol and stir thoroughly. Do not leave the fish in this bath for more than 9 minutes; should any of the fish become very distressed they must be immediately removed and placed in fresh water to recover. Ideally this treatment should be repeated 10 days later.

Having inspected the fish and found nothing wrong with them, or having completed the treatment of any fish found to require it, they can be replaced into the pool. Do not just tip them in as this will cause a shock to them and could lead to other trouble; the best method is to place their container into the pool and allow it to float there until the water temperatures have equalised. Then turn the container gently on to its side and allow the fish to swim out.

Should you intend breeding from any of the fish, under controlled conditions, next year they should not be put back into the pool now but, instead, housed in an indoor aquarium where they can receive that extra attention which they would not otherwise get.

The autumn clean out of aquaria and pools is well worth all the trouble and hard work, for it ensures that the fish are in a clean healthy state and are in an environment that is not likely to cause trouble through pollution. The risk of 'winter sickness' is lessened for pool fish and they should emerge next spring from their winter hibernation without mishap.

**Autumn Feeding**

No doubt you will have noticed that fish have developed a perpetual appetite recently. Instinct tells them that they must increase their intake of food to build up the essential body fats that are necessary if they are to survive the winter freezings. The wise aquarist will see to it that his fish, both in the indoor aquarium and garden pool, are allowed to satisfy this instinct by providing for them an ample and varied diet of nourishing foods.

Continued on page 290
Breeding of the Black-Spot Barb

Barbus filamentosus

By RUDOLPH ZUKAL

LAST summer, our permanent Exhibition in Brno was enriched by the addition of eight of these 'black spot barbs'—slim and somewhat larger types of the barb group. Although these fish have been imported into Europe from their home in western India since 1950, these were the first ones that we had received, and when we first saw them they were 2 in. (5 cm.) long and decorated with diagonal stripes. From a distance they resembled tiger barbs in colouring and Barbus arulius in build. They grew fairly quickly in a 22 gallon (100 litres) tank and, to our surprise, gradually lost their diagonal stripes. They retained their silver to greenish-silver colour (with the darker colouring on their backs) and the fluorescent rainbow effect but developed a large dark patch on the side of the body above the anal fin. Sex differences were obvious: the male's dorsal fin has long fin rays, which are partly violet in colour. The female fish is clearly stronger and without the lengthened fin rays. The fish can reach a length of nearly 6 inches (15 cm.) though the ones in the photographs were about 4½ in. (11 cm.) long. They had no barbels. According to Günther Sterba, this lack of barbels serves to distinguish them easily from Barbus malachius, which they closely resemble.

So that I could watch a spawning, I chose a pair and put them in an 18-gallon tank into tap water that had been standing for some time
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Translated by F. MARSH
and was then at a temperature of 75°F (24°C). The fish were very shy and remained hidden at the bottom of the tank curled into a corner. After I'd placed some large stones in the back of the tank to serve as hiding places for them they obviously felt more secure, but as soon as they saw me approaching the tank they would disappear behind the stones. However, through patient feeding I did win the confidence of those very timid creatures (they are also very fast and skilful swimmers and can jump only too well). The proffered tubifex worms were quickly caught, spat out again and then eaten singly. This did surprise me, for although they were undoubtedly large fish I never saw them eat a great amount of food at any one time. For a change of diet they received Tetramin and vegetable food.

After about 3 weeks of this treatment I finally lost my surely tried patience and separated them.

Spawning occurs in the very brief instant in which the pair press their flanks together and the male's caudal overlaps the female's back.
The very next day I saw several small fish swimming about at the back of the tank without being touched by the female black-spot barb. Altogether I counted nine. Then I understood. The fish had spawned during my absence, although I had been certain that no spawning would take place because I had thought, incorrectly, that the female was not ‘full’ enough. After a further 10 days I put the pair back together again, although the female was only slightly ‘full’. And after a further 2 days I was able to photograph what turned out to be a stormy spawning sequence.

The mating resembled that of all the barbs but for B. semifasciatus and B. schuberti. After some violent, but harmless, pushing and shoving the female swam to the Java moss, followed by the male, the fish pressed against each other often, as quick as lightning; the male swung his caudal fin
over her body, the pair parted and the eggs fell down beneath them. After 4 hours I removed the spawning pair and although many of the eggs developed fungus I was able to rear more than 400 young fish without any particular difficulty.

The young fish were provided with a plentiful supply of minute live food and dried food as well.

I am usually a conservative aquarist and maintain that no food can replace that provided by Nature.

But I admit that this is a matter of opinion.

But I can, in good conscience, recommend these beautiful, peaceful, barbs to any aquarist who possesses a large enough tank. Of course, nothing that is worthwhile doing is ever perfectly simple and nothing absolutely faultless, so I must admit that these barbs do sometimes tear delicate plants through the speed with which they swim, but planting with strong, well-rooted plants will avoid this problem.

Marine Project—2 Years On

By ROY PINKS

RATHER over 2 years ago I decided to undertake a modest tropical marine project designed to evaluate its likely appeal to the middle-of-the-road fishkeeper. There never was any doubt that home saltwater aquaria were other than a reasonable challenge for the enthusiast, but I, like many other beginners, was apprehensive about the extent of the ultimate cost in both money and time.

Of the two, in this opulent society in which we live, money may be taken as being less difficult to come by than time, and I certainly had a vested interest in this latter factor: I have a full-time job quite unconnected with the hobby, two growing children and over half an acre of cultivated garden.

The latter contains ponds and (now) a collection of small foreign birds in an aviary, together with the present family pet rabbit and tortoises. Time is thus at a premium and so, I would hasten to say, is money, though I tend not to regard it as lovingly as some—this is, after all, a matter of taste as well as opportunity!

It will be clear from this brief personal aside that whatever emerged from my excursion into tropical marines, it would not survive unless it was trouble-free enough to slot into my routine.

Furthermore, both the content of the effort as well as its actual extent would have to be within the capability of friends or neighbours should we be away from home for any length of time. I had also to make allowance for the fact that I have been keeping freshwater fishes for many years now, and this experience would, whatever many may say to the contrary, be of considerable help in overcoming difficulties of management in the new medium.

It is this latter point which should be dealt with first, and it is not easy, when one is so personally involved, to evaluate the real worth of experience.

For my part I would say it is most valuable, but there is ample evidence that the merest newcomers to the hobby in general have, given adherence to broad lines of advice, succeeded with marines against all expectations. At least, some have: others have been less fortunate, which is hardly surprising, as specimens of people vary just as much as specimens of fish. I think it essential to read and re-read every single book or article on tropical marine fishkeeping you can lay hands on, and this includes the BMAA Newsletter, which contains numerous unique and unpublished guidelines based on the personal experience of contributors.

In this review I intend to look at the main headings covered by the series of articles published in PFM between February 1972 and January 1973.

Setting-up Technique

The operations carried out to set up my first two tanks would still suffice, but two modifications could be offered.

For reasons of economy I used white gravel on the tank floor in preference to coral sand, which is several times more costly. I have no reason whatever to doubt the effectiveness of this medium in the subgravel filtration system, but many aquarists will prefer the latter on account of its chemical properties. These, long term, help to maintain an alkaline reaction of the tank water, which is essential to the success of this particular technique.

If large quantities of coral are used in the decor the result is similar, though it is difficult to assess at what point, in the life of any given set-up, failure may be expected because of a shortfall in this ‘buffering’ effect. Much would depend on the extent to which the tank water was changed, together with all the other factors of locality one could enumerate. In 2 years I have topped up my tanks only with water straight from the tap: by my reading, nothing else has been necessary.
The other recommendation at this stage relates to the seasoning of the water itself, for which ‘starter’ fish are usually employed, whose excretions provide the bacteria in the sand or gravel with sustenance. This ‘running in’ period lasts up to six more weeks, and it is probable that more marine fishes are needlessly killed off by ignorance of the true state of affairs by their owners than by almost any other cause. It is indeed difficult to understand how some specimens of the same species will collapse during this time, whilst the remainder go from strength to strength. All the uncertainties and dangers of this stage could be greatly minimised if the maturing period could be reduced significantly, and it seems that this is indeed possible. Though it may not work every time, if one ‘seeds’ the new gravel in a tank with a quantity from a fully matured tank, it will often happen that a nitrite-free reading can be obtained after about a week, sometimes sooner. Much depends on the size of the new tank and the amount of old gravel transferred.

**Choice of Tank and the Fish**

My original tank was of ‘stainless’ steel (my quotes), and the second one was nylon-coated angle iron. I have since acquired one commercial all-glass tank and I made a further small one on the advice given in a PFM article. The stainless-steel tank proved to be a perfect nuisance on account of rust bursting out all over the top frame, and of course this gave rise to anxiety as to what might be going on elsewhere. Ultimately I replaced this with a Jewels ‘Gem’, which, with certain reservations, has been a success. From what I have seen and experienced I don’t think there is much between any of the non-steel tanks, and the buyer needs only decide which of the now wide range is best suited to his pocket and his locale. No ‘stainless steel’ tanks, then.

We are all like children with a new toy in the early days of our marine fishkeeping, and I suppose this is one of its more enjoyable aspects. Not so bearable, though, are the disappointments which so often come with the introduction of new fish. My experience has been that almost every addition to a tank is a potential source of danger or unrest, though the introduction of disease, other than Oosornia, has been far less than I expected it would be.

On the whole it is probably better to plan the contents of your tank, allowing a really generous margin for the growth of the fish, and to purchase the lot at one fell swoop. I realise the practical difficulties of this, but the varying compatibility of species and of individuals within species makes the alternative a much less pleasant occupation than it should be. A close watch should also be kept on the carrying capacity of the tank, for if there is any suggestion of overcrowding, even the mildest of fish will turn on weaker members of their own species and harry them to death. This is a thoroughly unpleasant and unnecessary hardship for creatures whose chances of survival are often slender enough without the added burden of calculated mismanagement.

If, inevitably, one has to accept that the whole collection cannot be acquired at the same time, by all means use the formula that the smaller fish should be added first, and then only add a fish if it is bigger than the existing biggest occupant of the tank. As things turned out in my case, I suffered more compatibility problems than disease problems arising from introduction of newcomers, and this is probably at variance with more general experience.

I have read of case after case where whole collections were wiped out or decimated after the addition of a non-quarantined fish, but I have so far avoided this sad state of affairs. I can offer no explanation other than good fortune. I have no quarantine tank as such, but I route all fish intended for my largest tank via one of the others, which contains specimens of the so-called hardier species. I always add copper sulphate to this tank for a short period before pronouncing the new fish ‘clean’. Then, as often as not I forget all about the need to transfer them! As a consequence they avoid the further upset of a water change and seem to thrive. The occupants of the large tank do rather well out of this because they gradually acquire more space if any of their contemporaries die off.

At a later stage I will examine individual species which I did add to the collection during the review period, with a commentary on their apparent community suitability.

**Food and Feeding**

I was most apprehensive at the outset of the project about the practicality of maintaining adequate and suitable food supplies for my fish, and in particular I worried about the likely difficulties of entrusting their welfare to strangers whilst the family was absent from home for any reason. Added to this, we are exhorted to feed the fish twice a day. As these constraints are common to most fishkeepers I aimed to provide a simple diet, not in itself too expensive. The flake foods found favour with nearly all the common and hardy fish like clownfish and damselfish, and my dwarf angel and regal tang also take flake food readily. It is not, regrettably, universally taken by the butterflies, and contrary to the claims of advertisers I found that no single dried food in any form could be relied on to appeal to all members of any given tank. Thus, if you were in a hurry to get to a party in the evening and hurled in a pinch or two or a tablet or two of dried food you would almost certainly leave a
itself, and nothing should be cut away at any obvious pressure points.

If the pool has been prepared properly, though, there should not be any great danger: the main thing to avoid is running the pockets of plastic liners too near to the water edge, at which point the material is particularly vulnerable to the combined seasonal attack of sun, frost, wind and the pressure of ice. The pockets should not be equidistant one from the other, and should be apportioned as informally as possible. If you wish to drag the eye away from a particular spot, position, say, three pockets quite near to it and fill them with particularly arresting plants.

As to plants themselves, much will depend on your locality, but there are two which have universal appeal and are so hardy that even the worst gardener need have no fears. The first is the variegated periwinkle (Vinca), and the other is Aubretia, which comes in staggering hues of red, purple, blue and pink. The former has a pretty blue trumpet-shaped flower and a white and green blotched leaf. I once made a vow that I would never recommend this plant to anyone because it is one of the most rampant blighters I know, but as I looked at my own pond recently in the spring sunshine I realised how very fitting it is for an edging. It throws out underground runners which intrude themselves everywhere and you have to watch them like a hawk if you are to confine the plants to where you want them. But that’s gardening—you can’t have it all ways. If anyone has a large lorry passing my way about once a week I can let them have about three tons of the stuff each time. A local nursery sells it at nearly top a pot—I wish I knew how to get in on this particular pantomime!

Aubretia is so well known that it is absurd to attempt to describe it in detail. What is not so well appreciated is that it is very easy to grow from seed, and that it will bloom the first year without any sort of expert treatment. All it seems to need during its first season is a fair amount of moisture, which is becoming less and less of a problem with British summers.

Both the above plants are perfectly hardy and will grow over the pond edge right into the water, especially the Vinca, which will often produce underwater plantlets at considerable distances from the parent. The Vinca needs trimming with shears in the spring to induce fresh growth—the old trailers are best cut away because of their tattiness after the long winter months, during which they preserve a semblance of the past season’s pleasures long after most other plants have succumbed to the rigours of wind and frost. Aubretia should also be trimmed with shears after flowering, and by this means may often be persuaded to yield two or three flowerings in a good year.

I have mentioned the two basic plants for edgings, as quite apart from their function as workhorses they will do their job come rain come drought, come what may. There are scores of other, choicer, things which can be put by the poolside, but few of these will work quicker than these two. If having served their immediate purpose, they are ousted by others which catch your eye, they are inexpensive enough to be uprooted and thrown away without too many qualms, though if you happen to have bought them from my local garden centre at that absurd price, and therefore hang on to them for longer than I have suggested, I could hardly blame you.

What’s New?

Graded Grains

A FISH food on which the inhabitants of a community tank can feed simultaneously has the advantage of allowing all the fishes to obtain a fair share of the food, whether they swim in the upper, middle or lower reaches of the tank. A fish food graded into 'bite sizes' is a further move to ensure the satisfaction of the tank inhabitants. For these reasons the manufacturers of PROMIN Tropical Fish Food (Promin Ltd., Manor Lane, Holmes Chapel, Chesh-ire, CW4 8AB) have produced a fish food in the form of three different sizes of granules, some of which will float and some sink down to the lower depth dwellers. The food's analysis gives a very high protein content (58%), to produce rapid growth in the fish, and eight main vitamin sources are present. Experimental work done at Promin's fish house, say the manufacturers, has shown that fish fed exclusively on this new food can come into permanent breeding condition. Packed in brightly coloured plastic drums (green for fine food, orange for medium and yellow for coarse), the food's recommended price of the standard size (1½ oz. approx.) is 45p and the breeder's pack (2⅛ oz.) is £3.30. Attractively packed samples of the food, attached to explanatory cards, are available free from retailers.

Unobtrusive Internal Filter

HOWEVER many advances may be
made in the major equipment for small tank filtration the popularity of the small internal filter remains unchanged. Not has it been neglected by the designers in recent years. Each new version tries to reduce the amount of the filter visible to the eye without interfering with ease of maintenance. Hobby Products of Bonn (distributed in this country by Impulse Ltd., 86-88A Park Street, Slough, Bucks) are now introducing the Gelly Filter, the only visible part of which is the air-lift pipe—yet the filter media can still be changed in a few seconds. The base of the filter is a round bowl or tub that is pushed down into the substrate until its rim is level with the top of the gravel. Then into the bowl can be pressed the circular filter cartridges containing polymer wool, peat or charcoal, one on top of the other if required. The manufacturer states that it is not necessary even to turn off the air while the replacement is being made! The recommended retail price is £2.04 and replacement bowls are 21p.

Dietary Delicacy

A NEW food delicacy guaranteed to quicken the digestive juices of any freshwater tropical, goldfish or marine fish, and that will cause no domestic problems when served in the household 'fridge', are the Fish Eggs being distributed in this country by T.F.H. (Great Britain) Ltd. (3 Norley Lane, Reigate, Surrey). The flat round tins, packed in Norway for worldwide distribution by the American firm of Miracle Pet Products Inc., contain 1/2 oz. of pure cod fish eggs. There are no additives, the major solid constituent being pure protein with small amounts of fat, fibre and mineral. Unopened, the tins keep indefinitely. Once opened the tin should be kept in a refrigerator but will cause no problem as it is accompanied by a replacement plastic cap and a small plastic spoon for serving the eggs. The recommended price is 40p plus V.A.T.

MARINIST'S Notebook

By ROY PINKS

It has often been averred that the differences between fresh and saltwater fishkeeping are so fundamental that experience in the former could almost be regarded as a form of constraint upon the latter. I wonder how many marines would go along with this view? For my part I have encountered a number of basic differences, certainly, but so long as one is aware of their nature and extent the problems likely to arise may be kept at a minimum.

There are the obvious differences such as cost, and it will be found that a factor of three and above is the minimum you are likely to get away with: in other words, if your freshwater activity works out at about 40p per fish it will cost £1.20 to switch to marines. This includes running costs, food etc., but the per unit cost will vary widely from individual to individual. Work it out some time. As in assessing the cost of running a car, you will probably be amazed at how the money goes, but if you decide, as a result of this exercise, to effect economies, then dispense with the car (an altogether happier solution and socially more praiseworthy than cutting down on your fish).

So far as prospects for the marinist are concerned, there is an enormous potential for the study of saltwater life, but the practicability of breeding fish for commercial sale or private enjoyment is at present almost non-existent. There will be large rewards for anyone who evolves a reasonably simple technique for breeding even the commoner marine species. Not only do we have to persuade the fish themselves to become parents, but we have also to evolve some way of enabling the fry to get a real grip on life during their first few weeks of existence. The former difficulty is exacerbated by the almost universal feature that only the fish know who is male and who is female, a propensity regrettable now extending also to fishkeepers themselves. The marinist is therefore more of a spectator than his freshwater counterpart, and he will find it less easy to control the behaviour of his charges.

The field of marine invertebrates offers a study all of its own, and if a tank is set aside, free of fish life, a quite remarkable world in miniature is exposed, in which microscope and magnifying glass play a major role. The life forms are apparently almost unlimited, and their habits are so unlike anything else, that one does indeed get the impression that one is beginning afresh in a quite new hobby. This particular branch of the cult is growing in popularity and gives special scope for the quiet and serious student, who will realise that it will hold little by way of financial reward yet exposes wide scope for careful research. In particular the study of marine forms of life most likely to provide food for fry of various size groupings may unlock the door to the breeding of marine fishes on a wider scale than has hitherto proved possible.
Europe's Federations Meet in

French Federation (FFAAT) was Host to other European Federations at Strasbourg and Nancy this Summer
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Prominent announcement of an aquaria and terraria display at the Pavilion Joséphine Orangerie, Strasbourg

WHEN the FÉDÉRATION FRANÇAISE DES ASSOCIATIONS D'AQUARIOPHILIE ET DE TERRARIOPHILIE (FFAAT) held its first Congress at Strasbourg and Nancy in June of this year, one of the declared intentions of the Organisers was to make the occasion a real opportunity for representatives of the different European Federations to meet together. Britain's Federation (the FBAS) was represented by Mr Tom Glass (to whom we are indebted for this report), accompanied by Mrs Glass. A party from Hendon AS (Mr David Allison, Miss Yvonne Longoat, Mr K. Parbrick and Mr and Mrs H. Watts) and son also attended the Congress. Together with representatives of the Dutch, Polish, German and Belgian Federations, these visitors from the U.K. were to spend a most enjoyable and interesting 4 days with their French hosts, from the first official Reception at the Town Hall in Strasbourg and welcome by Monsieur Schützenberg, retiring president of the FFAAT, to the final dinner with the new president, Professor B. Condé, of the University at Nancy.

The Congress lectures were held on the Saturday in the Pavilion Joséphine in the Parc de l'Orangerie, a large park which housed a small zoo as well as the Congress buildings. Part of the Pavilion near to the Meeting Hall was given over to a fine display of fish and reptiles.

Mr Tom Glass reports that the lectures and slides that followed were uniformly excellent and included a talk on the keeping and breeding of reptiles in the terrarium by Dr G. Mata of the University of Nantes, a lecture by Professor R. Geuster of the University of Fréjus on collecting blue dusky from the Amazon, a lecture by Mr J. P. Trivi, vice-president of the Cercle de l'Aquarium Strasbourg.
France

FBAS Council Member Mr Tom Glass (left) with Professor B. Condé, president of the French Federation in a Strasbourg restaurant.

Aquaria on a staircase at the superb Aquarium at Nancy.

On *Aplysia* and one by Professor B. Condé of the University of Nancy and the newly elected President of the French Federation on keeping coral fishes. Finally a film by Mr and Mrs H. Fleisser on the Red Sea proved to be a magnificent film record, which is apparently being translated into English for showing in British Universities. The day ended with a most enjoyable dinner for all the delegates.

On Sunday the Congress transferred to Nancy to the Aquarium of the Zoological Museum of the University where Professor Condé conducted the visitors round, in Mr Glass's words, 'easily one of the best public aquaria in the world'. On arriving at the Town Hall in Nancy for the Mayor's reception visitors were greeted with a song in honour of the Congress and an Exhibition by local art students of the Ecole nationale des Beaux-Arts de Nancy on the theme of the Aquarium.

Lunch on this day also saw a ceremony at which our own Hendon & DAS was 'twinned' with the Aquatic Society in Nancy. At this gifts were exchanged and a Diploma signed by the Mayor of Nancy and Professor Condé was presented to Hendon AS members.

Finally a lecture by Monsieur P. Schauenberg, Keeper of the Natural History Museum in Geneva on 'The Threatened Waters of the Earth', linked the aquarist's world with the larger ecological problems of our age.

The sincerity of the delegates' thanks to their French hosts stressed what an immensely valuable contribution was made by the Federation Française to a fruitful exchange of ideas and knowledge among European aquarists.

Tokens of Le Jumelage

The Diploma (left) presented to Hendon & DAS during the Congress reads 'Le Cercle Aquariophile de Nancy and Hendon DAS celebrated on Sunday 17 June 1973 at the Hotel de Ville, Nancy the ceremony of inception of their twinning and is signed by the Mayor of Nancy and by the President of the twin societies. On the right is shown the magnificent wall plate given to Hendon members by the Nancy Society.
Care and Cultivation of Aponogeton ulvaceus

By J. ELIAS

Photographs by the author

Aponogetons have become particular favourites in the aquatic hobby, not only for their decorative qualities but also for their rapid, luxuriant growth and undemanding nature. Whilst plants that propagate by seeds are often passed over for the ‘fivebearing’ species, it would be a pity if one of the most beautiful, A. ulvaceus, should be overlooked.

The plant comes from Madagascar and is mainly found in still, clear rivers. The bulbous rootstock measures up to 1½ in. (3 cm.) across. The leaf stalk is 8–20 in. (20–50 cm.) in length, according to the depth of water, and tapers gradually into the leaf blade. This is long, rounded on top and an almost translucent green colour with distinct membranes. The edges are slightly corrugated. Typical of the species is the twisting together or spiralling of the leaves. In favourable conditions the leaves twine themselves all over the water surface, often covering it completely. The yellow flower stem has two to five ‘ears’ or spikes. The seeds are small and develop by themselves in the aquarium.

The failure to keep or cultivate this plant successfully is not due only to the more usual problems of insufficiency of light or conditions not conforming to those in its native waters: failure is chiefly due to not permitting the plant to have a rest period when growth stops. These plants really do seem to require a dormant period between the months of January and March at a temperature below 60°F (15°C). Such a ‘wintering’ state, with a gradual lowering of the temperature, cannot, however, always be easily provided by the aquarist. The first flower stem appears in May or June;
there is a second flowering in September to November but in the autumn the seeds often fail to mature.

When the plants are left dormant they often lose all their leaves and of course it is very difficult to assess then how they are progressing or even whether they are decaying. But if the aquarium is completely undisturbed, without fishes, the leaves do not always drop though they will become brittle and lose their bright green colour. Once the temperature is turned up and the lighting restored the plants should spring into life in about 2 weeks.

It is possible to pollinate the plants by hand. It can occur by accident whilst the aquarium is being cleaned out but a fine paint brush can be used to transfer the pollen. For the seeding and the first few days of growth of the minute plants it is better to provide a minimum water level.

Daylight is the best form of lighting for A. alvaeus (though direct sunlight can produce an excess of algae), but this is something that aquarists can only rarely provide. However, the plant can be kept perfectly healthy in artificial light; fluorescent lighting is preferable if the flowers are to be preserved as with tungsten bulbs the air space between the water surface and the tank hood is likely to become too warm and the blossom will shrivel and die.

Skilful crossing with other aponogetons such as A. alvaeus × A. crispus or A. alvaeus × A. fenestratus has created many beautiful hybrids. Recently a rather inferior aponogeton with short leaf stems (3-4 in., 8-10 cm. long) has appeared. Its leaves are broad and spiralling rather like a. alvaeus in appearance. It has been described as A. elongatus, which is most unlikely to be; rather is it a hybrid. Although like A. alvaeus in appearance, it is possible to see the difference when the plant flowers. The flower of the 'inferior' aponogeton produces only a single 'ear'.

The aquarium water should not be excessively hard for this plant and the temperature, except during the dormant period, should be maintained at 68° F and over (20° C). A good growing temperature I can recommend is 75° F (24° C). The plant will quickly settle into a large aquarium and with suitable conditions will last for several years.
Readers’ Queries Answered

Autumn Feeding

Are there any special foods I can feed my pond fish in the autumn? I think they’ve done very well anyway this summer but I want to start to feed them up from early September for the winter. I usually have a good supply of earthworms but this year the dry weather has resulted in an absolute dearth of these.

Earthworms are, of course, an excellent food to give goldfish and some will almost certainly have found their way into the pond throughout the summer without human aid, but the fish will also enjoy other garden-produced foods such as caterpillars, wood lice or crushed slugs. Gentle can be obtained for them, brown bread will be highly acceptable and feeding with one of the scientifically prepared foods for coldwater and pond fishes that are now on the market will all help to replace the insect life that the fish have been enjoying this summer.

Live Food Oddities

I have a very good supply of bloodworms available to me in a local pond but there are also a lot of very unpleasant-looking beetle-like insects left in the net after every sweep. What could these be and if one should accidentally get into a tank could it hurt the fish?

The pond you are using will certainly be carrying a large population of water beetles, their larvae and the larvae of other creatures that are winged in their adult form. Many of these are carnivorous, such as dragonfly larvae and the water tiger. Naïads of some of the largest dragonflys even eat tadpoles. One of our contributors, Mr J. Lee, has stressed in his articles on fish foods and feeding that even these creatures may be used to vary the diet of certain species of fishes—the centre of their bodies is soft and the panchax group of killifishes delights in eating them. However, they must not of account be added to tanks containing small fish or fry and unless you are sure that some particular fish in your tank is going to enjoy them it is best to follow the maxim—when in doubt leave it out!

Unfamiliar Names

There are some orandas being offered for sale locally under the names Tancho and Azuma Nishiki. Does this refer to the colouration—the Azuma Nishiki are calicos and the Tancho red caps.

It is not possible to be at all dogmatic about this. It would seem likely that the Japanese exporters are using the terms to denote colouring only, Tancho being a Japanese crane with a white body and a red crest or marking on its head. But, according to Dr Yoshiichi Matsui (GOLDFISH GUIDE: Pet Library Ltd.), Tancho, apart from denoting a colour variant of coloured carp is the name used in Japan for the redcap (Chinese, Hon Tou), developed in China and about which he writes: "These fish should be all white, except for the top of the head, which should be bright red. In the best varieties, the fish have a well-developed red hood. It seems to be a fairly new variety and there is great variation in body shapes, fin lengths and presence or absence of the dorsal fin, which seems to indicate that standards for the fish have not yet been fixed". Azumani-shiki, on the other hand, again according to Dr Matsui, are "one of the new varieties of Japanese goldfish" developed by crossing orandas and the calico telescope-eyed goldfish Sansiboku Denekin. Although the standard body shape is somewhat more compressed than that of the oranda, the common name for this fish is calico oranda. Like the oranda, it has a hood development on its head which increases in size with age.

Spawning in the Community

I have a pair of P. kribensis in my community tank and I think they are getting ready to spawn. Is it likely that they will do this in a community tank and is it going to cause havoc to the other tank inhabitants?

Pelvicachromis pulcher, as it is now generally called, may very well spawn in the community tank—under a rock, against a propped-up slate or within a sawn-off flower pot—and without danger to the rest of the tank inmates. It really depends how seriously you want to take the spawning, whether or not you make provision to prevent a number of possible disasters that could happen if they spawn in the community tank, but equally well may not happen at all. The parents can eat the spawn, can quarrel viciously (resulting in the death of one or the other), can kill their young if they are preparing to spawn again, or can experience great difficulty in rearing the fry at all in the disturbing conditions of a community tank. To guard against such eventualities the pair would have to be spawned in a separate tank and one parent removed once the fry are free-swimming. But none of these things may happen and some of the fry could survive quite unharmful in the community tank.

Too Much Duckweed

My pond, about 6 ft. square, is now completely covered with duckweed in quite a thick layer. Should I remove some or is it quite harmless to the fish? I believe they like to eat it although they do not seem to be making very great inroads into it.

It is not a good idea to keep too thick a layer of duckweed on the pond's surface. Certainly the fish will eat some of it but goldfish, for instance, are unlikely to eat their way through a 2-in. layer of it. A thin layer of duckweed provides a certain amount of necessary surface
shade during the summer months, but some sunlight is beneficial to the fish, and plants beneath the surface can die off if the surface vegetation becomes too dense. In the autumn, dead or dying duckweed sinks to the bottom of the pond and excess then helps to create the conditions that result in pollution if the pond should ice over and the gases from rotting plants be caught beneath its surface. Fortunately it is not a difficult matter to remove duckweed and a surface skimmer with a net will remove the unwanted plant.

Dwarf Botia
I recently noticed the appearance in a local shop of a tank of fish by the name of dwarf botia. I am interested in purchasing some of these fish and am appealing to your infinite wisdom for information concerning the care and possible breeding of them.

Hastily dismissing the "infinite wisdom", we suggest it is likely that the botias in your local shop are Botia similis, the species that is usually called the 'dwarf touch' (black brown, sides light yellow or silver, dark flecks on tail and sides with light marks running the length of the fish along its upper half). The fish was only introduced into Europe at the end of the 1970s, so descriptions of them do not appear in much of the standard literature. It is the smallest of the botias that we know and grows to only about 1 cm in length; it is a peaceful little fish and is generally described as "playful" because it tends not to hide as much as some of the botias do during the hours of "daylight". A temperature of about 72°F (22°C) is suitable, with soft water (well aerated and not acid), plants and rockwork in which to rest, and live food (small foods such as whiteworm, daphnia, brine shrimp, are ideal). The breeding of these fish is not recorded.

Moor Coloration
I wonder if you could explain the reason why a telescope-eye moor, kept in a 2 ft community tank, should lose its black-brown colour. It has gone from a black to a goldfish body with black finnage. I believe this to be caused by a change in the pigmentation and, if this is correct, could you please explain the reason why this has occurred, because I have another moor in this tank and I should like to prevent, if possible, the same thing happening again.

The change in the pigmentation of your moor is a natural, and not unusual, phenomenon. The moor is but one of the many goldfish varieties that have been cultivated from the common goldfish and the black coloration achieved is not irreversible. The intensity of black pigment varies from fish to fish (the greater the depth of colour the more valued the fish, of course); the black colouring does not begin to appear until 7 or 8 weeks after the fish has hatched, and with age it is not unusual for a black fish to revert gradually to bronze or even to an orange-reddish colour. The change is not due to water conditions or feeding for instance, and it may well be that the other moor in the tank will retain its black colouring.

New Arrival
I recently bought a moor goldfish which, when bought, held her fins clear of the body. But she refused to eat and the next day her dorsal fin dropped. Her forces turned white so I gave her a bath in Epsom salt solution and now she holds her fins clear of the body but still refuses to eat. I offered her table scraps and some dry foods but she won't touch it. How can I remedy this please? I should mention that her forces are again black in colour.

We would suspect that your moor is already eating again, since the symptoms indicating less than perfect health are no longer present. Particularly if the moor is a small one the change in habit and living conditions would be enough to put it off its food temporarily. Water conditions in your tank may well differ considerably from those in the tank the fish came from; and, like other youngsters of the round-bodied fancy varieties of goldfish, moors are very susceptible to chilling. Aquarium water for newly imported small moors should be at a temperature of not less than 70°F (21°C) and then first introduced into its new home the fish should have been floated in its new tank for half-an-hour or so before being released. Possibly, also, the fish was reacting to a new diet consisting of foods different from those it was used to. The best food of all for encouraging a fancy goldfish to resume feeding is tiny, or chopped, earthworms.

Book Review

First and foremost this book is written for the fisherman but the "colourwater aquarist" should try not to be put off by that. There are, it is true, 18 or so wasted pages on flies, baits, plugs and rods and a preoccupation in the text with body weights and the willingness or otherwise of each fish to surrender to the angler's technique, but the colour illustrations and general notes make this an interesting and useful reference book on fishes of the U.K.

In the book's introduction it is written "Fishermen want to know as much as possible about nature in order to preserve it and also to take pleasure in it through relaxation". Why this desirable taking of 'pleasure' and 'relaxation' in natural surroundings should have at its centre the clumsy killing of living animals without their use as food is never made clear by the advocates of this so-called 'sport'. However, it is true that in this book the culinary values of the fishes, with remarks on their preparation for the table, are included, so perhaps the author combines his love of the countryside with the utilitarian aspect.


For more than 20 years, since the first publication of their THE GOLDFISH, the Hervey and Herrs co-authorship has at intervals gone into action like a well-oiled machine, with the polished production of yet another title for the book lists. This time the indomitable pair took aquarium fish as their subject again and in their preface declare their intention to omit "trivialities"; they say that the book is for the reader who "will already have some knowledge of the subject". In view of this statement I
found the text disappointing, and I think that 'the aquarist of some experience ... who needs an authoritative work of reference on the subject' (from the cover 'blurb') will find it so too. Unfortunately, since the authors have not set out especially to appeal to the beginner the book will, in its skimpy discussion of techniques, for example, disappoint him as well. (An 'authoritative work' cannot cover under-gravel filtration in 71 words and conclude that 'some say ... it deprives the plants of food at their roots'; I, for one, want to know what my authorities say.) It is difficult to know just what class of reader the book will appeal to. Neither of the authors, I am sure, would claim to be an ichthyologist—they are practical aquarium-keepers and as such do not have very much to say that is new or illuminating for the practising fish-keeper on the fishes they have discussed so readably.

It does seem that in many ways the authors have not done what they keep promising to do. In the diseases section they say 'we prefer to cut the subject down to size' and in the next paragraph but one treat us to some seventeenth century nonsense on 'constipation' and 'purging' of aquarium fishes. Like the 'fatty degeneration of the heart' (page 23), 'constipation' in fish is a bit of archaic nonsense directly derived from archaic human medicine, repeated from book to book for years. There is a touch of the dim past too, in the mention of an operation involving a 'bone knitting needle' (page 28). The statement in the section on lighting that 'biologically the light is filtered through glass' had me guessing, and I wondered on what authority it is written that 'fishes cannot digest fat' and why the authors think that 'mineral salts, carbohydrates and protein are essential in that order' for the health of fishes.

The illustrations are pleasing and I did enjoy reading the text, strangely enough most of all for what I would call the trivialities—such as the fact that willow moss was once used in Sweden to pack the air space around chimneys, the remark that the name of Apistogramma cacatuoides is 'onomatopoeic' and the discovery that fishes have 'quiddities'.

A. E.

**Midland Aquatic Show**

This filling station won first prize for Lucas APS at the Midland Show. The idea was by 13-year-old Andrew Roberts, son of MAAS secretary Mrs D. A. Roberts. Second in the society display competition was Delson AS and British Marine Aquarist Association came third.

**FBAS Basic Show Class Letters:**
A. furnished aquaria and aquascapes; B, Barb; C, cichlid; D, characin; E, labyrinth; F, egglaying toothcarps; G, tropical catfish; H, Corydoras and Brochis; J, rasboras; K, danio and W.C.M.M.; L, loach; M, a.o.s. tropical egglayers; N, pairs of fish; O, guppy male; P, guppy female; Q, swordtail; R, platy; S, mollie; T, a.o.s. livebearers; U, single-tailed goldfish; V, twintailed goldfish; W, a.o.s. coldwater; X, breeders' classes; Y, marine fish; Z, plants.

**ATTENDING a recent meeting of HASTINGS & ST LEONARDS AS** was a large lizard that sat and stared suspiciously at the audience throughout the evening. It was but one of the interesting specimens that Mr J. Webster (MBAS) took with him when he lectured to the Society on reptiles and amphibians. Adders, grass snakes, slow worms, newts, lizards and frogs, all safely secured in plastic bags, were passed amongst the members for examination. Mr Webster spoke of the danger of extinction to native wild life with the disappearance of its natural habitat owing to building and told how he collected these creatures from the danger areas and placed them in nature reserves in Essex. Another enjoyable meeting was the occasion of the talk by Mr R. Forster (FBAS) on aquarium plants, demonstrated with coloured slides and plants which were afterwards auctioned for club funds. The table show for guppies (judge, Mr P. Harbord) was won by Mrs & Miss French and that for danios and minnows (judge, Mr Bellingham) by Mr & Mrs Adams. The club has also held its first Garden Pond Competition, Mr Jollife (Bechill) judged and Mr B. Funnell filled the pools for a showing at a future meeting.

**ENTRIES from Canada were among the 655 bench at the TONBRIDGE & DAS second Open Show. Over 100 competitors from 26 clubs entered and against this competition Kent aquarists Mr & Mrs Stace of Erith AS won the trophy for Best fish**
FEDERATION

Championship Show Results and Forthcoming Shows

Championship Class Show Results

Tunbridge Wells Bridge

Croydon

Bethnal Green

Rivendale

Corby

Southend, Leigh

Kettering

Oxnaughts Motors

Half Moon

Roehampton

Independent

Perr Talbot

Medway

Havant

South Shields

Wellingborough

Dunmor

Basingstoke

Llandrindod

Uxbridge

Portsmouth

Yeovil

Rivendell

Ba

Mrs R. Coyle (Independent)

Ch

Mr L. J. Brzost (Sudbury)

Cz

Mrs B. D. Scates

Da

Mr John Batts (Ealing)

Db

Mr W. Hickman (Dudley)

De

Mr D. M. Dare (Independent)

Dz

Mr J. H. Dainty (Kettering)

Ea

Mr A. Taylor (Sudbury)

Ez

Mr D. Keighley (Stockton)

G

Mr W. D. Wright (Luton)

H

Mr C. L. Dix (Windsor)

J

Mrs A. E. Hirst (Nowton)

L

Mr B. N. S. Bailey (Winchester)

Mz

Mr R. H. Mull (Basingstoke)

Nbh

Mr H. Hubbard (Peterlee)

O

Mr A. Core

P

Mr A. P. Taylor (Sudbury)

T

Mr A. Lushby (Mid-Herts)

U

Mr & Mrs W. P. Johnston

Xop

Mrs J. O. Newman (Uxbridge)

Xuf

Mrs J. A. G. Langdon (Yeovil)

Xwp

Mrs J. B. Langdon (Yeovil)

Forthcoming Championship Class Shows

6th October: E. London A & PA

7th October: Ealing AS

8th October: Mollies

*Winners of Federation Championship Trophies in classes for single fish automatically become eligible for the Supreme Championship Trophy Competition (to be staged at The AQUARIUM SHOW ’72 at the Royal Horticultural Society’s Old Hall, London, S.W.3, and 4th November). Six awards are made at this Competition.

DERBY REGENCY AS is on the move again and through a date has not yet been decided, another seminar is planned. It is estimated probably to make this closer to a true seminar and if so the admission charge might have to be as much as £2.50.

The Society are also about to set up a slide library and interested societies are invited to send a stamped addressed envelope for details when available to:

Mr J. E. Rand, 5 Camwellock Road, Duffield, Derby. The Society would be prepared to handle the distribution of material prepared by other societies.

The film and slide list prepared for the FNAS is now in the hands of the printer and should be available shortly. If anyone knows of material suitable for inclusion would they write to M. Bland at the above address and details can be included in the amended list to be published in early 1974.

in above and the Charrucin trophy with a Nunnarkitee tournament. They also won the trophy for Corydoras. Home-team winners were Paul Brown (Angelfish trophy) and Dave Purschard (soo eggeray trophy and Cichlid trophy). Other major trophy winners were: Mr & Mrs Crickshank (Ealing, Barbs and Danios), Mrs M. & Mrs Coyle (Independent, Labyrinths and Small characins), Mr C. Marsh (Medway), Mr E. McQue (IBIC, Ontario, Siamese fighters), Mr B. L. Wright (Thurrock, kilifish and Catfish), Mr P. Coyle (NKFAS, Second pair), Mr D. E. Smith (Mid-Sussex, Guppy), Mr C. E. Elliot (Medway, Livebearers), Mr R. Parker (NKFAS), Coldwater), Mr G. E. Dixon (Newbury, Breeder) and Mr J. Marshall (Medway, Plants).

WINTER 1973/74. Would all members or interested parties willing to help re-form the society please contact: Mr J. Smith, 13 Wyevee Avenue, Paulton, Sunderland, Co. Durham.
AT the Annual General Meeting of the BRITISH KOI KEEPERS' SOCIETY held in July, U.K. subscription rates for the next year were fixed at £2.10 for single membership, £3.75 for married couples. Anyone interested in joining the growing ranks of successful koi-keepers is welcome to join; send your subscription at the above rate to the General Secretary, Mrs H. M. Allin, 3 Anthony Close, Peterborough, PE1 3XU (phone: 0733 579977).

A TALK by FBAS judge and lecturer Mr Roy Fox on 'Fishes of the Cichlid Family' (with particular reference to species from the genera Anabantoidei and Cichlaeidae) gave particular pleasure to members of HOUSLOW & DAS as many of them are keen cichlid collectors. Mr Fox illustrated his talk with slides and as each fish was projected on the screen a description of its natural environment and its requirements in the home aquarium was given. Mr Harry Towell (FBAS) judged the table show classes for barbs and coldwater fish. Although the 1977 season meant that entries were lower than usual Mr Towell's subsequent 'run-down' on the bench was much appreciated.

Visitors were very welcome to attend meetings (8 p.m., alternate Wednesdays, St Stephens Church Hall, Whitton Road, Hounslow, ex police secretary Mr H. Parish at 01-892 5093).

NEW FOREST AS were hosts at the most recent round of the Inter-Club competition with Bournemouth and Salisbury AS. The classes were Corydoras catfish, barbs, and danios and minnows. The judge (FBAS) was Mr D. V. Jones of Southampton, and Bournemouth AS achieved first place in each class, with the result that they won the cup with 18 points (Salisbury, 8; New Forest, 4). An inter-club quiz was also held, conducted by Mr D. Harding who had compiled the questions; this was certainly Bournemouth's night as they won the quiz too, scoring 74 points to Salisbury's 45.

ONE AGAIN the DORCHESTER & DAS Fish Show proved a great success with 158 entries compared with 176 last year. Judges were Mr P. Jeffrey of Bournemouth and Mr P. Carter of Weymouth. His worshipful the Mayor of Dorchester, Mr L. Phillips, presented the trophies. There were 17 tropical fish classes, three coldwater classes, a breeders' class and one for furnished aquaria. Results were:

Barbs: 1 & 2, Mr G. Fitzgerald; 3, Mr L. Nortman, Chertsey; 4, Mr W. Taylor; 5, Mr G. Fox; 6, Mr L. Nortman, Aspendale; 7, Mr G. Fox; 8, Mr P. Carter; 9, Mr G. Fox; 10, Mr L. Nortman, Aspendale; 11 & 12, Mr G. Fox; 13, Mr L. Nortman, Aspendale; 14 & 15, Mr G. Fox; 16, Mr L. Nortman, Aspendale; 17, Mr G. Fox; 18, Mr L. Nortman, Aspendale; 19, Mr G. Fox.

Tropical Fish: 1, Mr M. Close; 2, Mr M. Close; 3, Mr M. Close; 4, Mr M. Close; 5, Mr G. Fox; 6, Mr M. Close; 7, Mr M. Close; 8, Mr G. Fox; 9, Mr M. Close; 10, Mr M. Close; 11, Mr M. Close; 12, Mr M. Close; 13, Mr M. Close; 14, Mr M. Close; 15, Mr M. Close; 16, Mr M. Close; 17, Mr M. Close; 18, Mr M. Close; 19, Mr M. Close; 20, Mr M. Close; 21, Mr M. Close; 22, Mr M. Close; 23, Mr M. Close; 24, Mr M. Close; 25, Mr M. Close; 26, Mr M. Close; 27, Mr M. Close; 28, Mr M. Close; 29, Mr M. Close; 30, Mr M. Close; 31, Mr M. Close; 32, Mr M. Close; 33, Mr M. Close; 34, Mr M. Close; 35, Mr M. Close; 36, Mr M. Close; 37, Mr M. Close; 38, Mr M. Close; 39, Mr M. Close; 40, Mr M. Close; 41, Mr M. Close; 42, Mr M. Close; 43, Mr M. Close; 44, Mr M. Close; 45, Mr M. Close; 46, Mr M. Close; 47, Mr M. Close; 48, Mr M. Close; 49, Mr M. Close; 50, Mr M. Close; 51, Mr M. Close; 52, Mr M. Close; 53, Mr M. Close; 54, Mr M. Close; 55, Mr M. Close; 56, Mr M. Close; 57, Mr M. Close; 58, Mr M. Close; 59, Mr M. Close; 60, Mr M. Close; 61, Mr M. Close; 62, Mr M. Close; 63, Mr M. Close; 64, Mr M. Close; 65, Mr M. Close; 66, Mr M. Close; 67, Mr M. Close; 68, Mr M. Close; 69, Mr M. Close; 70, Mr M. Close; 71, Mr M. Close; 72, Mr M. Close; 73, Mr M. Close; 74, Mr M. Close; 75, Mr M. Close; 76, Mr M. Close; 77, Mr M. Close; 78, Mr M. Close; 79, Mr M. Close; 80, Mr M. Close; 81, Mr M. Close; 82, Mr M. Close; 83, Mr M. Close; 84, Mr M. Close; 85, Mr M. Close; 86, Mr M. Close; 87, Mr M. Close; 88, Mr M. Close; 89, Mr M. Close; 90, Mr M. Close; 91, Mr M. Close; 92, Mr M. Close; 93, Mr M. Close; 94, Mr M. Close; 95, Mr M. Close; 96, Mr M. Close; 97, Mr M. Close; 98, Mr M. Close; 99, Mr M. Close; 100, Mr M. Close; 101, Mr M. Close; 102, Mr M. Close; 103, Mr M. Close; 104, Mr M. Close; 105, Mr M. Close; 106, Mr M. Close; 107, Mr M. Close; 108, Mr M. Close; 109, Mr M. Close; 110, Mr M. Close; 111, Mr M. Close; 112, Mr M. Close; 113, Mr M. Close; 114, Mr M. Close; 115, Mr M. Close; 116, Mr M. Close; 117, Mr M. Close; 118, Mr M. Close; 119, Mr M. Close; 120, Mr M. Close; 121, Mr M. Close; 122, Mr M. Close; 123, Mr M. Close; 124, Mr M. Close; 125, Mr M. Close; 126, Mr M. Close; 127, Mr M. Close; 128, Mr M. Close; 129, Mr M. Close; 130, Mr M. Close; 131, Mr M. Close; 132, Mr M. Close; 133, Mr M. Close; 134, Mr M. Close; 135, Mr M. Close; 136, Mr M. Close; 137, Mr M. Close; 138, Mr M. Close; 139, Mr M. Close; 140, Mr M. Close; 141, Mr M. Close; 142, Mr M. Close; 143, Mr M. Close; 144, Mr M. Close; 145, Mr M. Close; 146, Mr M. Close; 147, Mr M. Close; 148, Mr M. Close; 149, Mr M. Close; 150, Mr M. Close; 151, Mr M. Close; 152, Mr M. Close; 153, Mr M. Close; 154, Mr M. Close; 155, Mr M. Close; 156, Mr M. Close; 157, Mr M. Close; 158, Mr M. Close.

AQUARISTS ASSOCIATION reports that it has been decided in principle to hold a bi-annual dinner to be held in mid-November and agreed upon as the Harbourse Lights, Paignton (no hungry horses here). It was co-hosted by Mr A. W. Northey, the editor of the branch being in charge. The venue for the bi-annual dinner to be held in mid-November was agreed upon as the Harbourse Lights, Paignton (no hungry horses here). It was co-hosted by Mr A. W. Northey, the editor of the branch being in charge.

THE CATHFISH ASSOCIATION (G.B.) has recently been formed to promote more interest in these fishes. It is the intention of the Association to provide the information that is lacking through the media of a quarterly magazine, plus bi-monthly meetings. It is further intended at these meetings to run a table show plus lectures on catfish and to hold general discussions.

On 31st March 1974, the Association will be holding an Open Show. With the Federation of British Aquatic Societies' approval, classes G and H will be split into 12 different sub-classes. The Association invites interested prospective members to meet them at THE AQUARIUM SHOW at the Royal Horticultural Society's Hall this year, where they will be staging a display, and to obtain more information from secretary Mr. N. Sanford, or write to him at 63 Burlington Road, New Malden, Surrey; phone 01-949 1797. Show secretary is Mr D. Laburne, 7 Wheeler Court, Offord Road, London, SW 11 3AX (phone: 01-223 2630).
ABERDEEN AS played host to the fifth East of Scotland Clubs' & Societies' Annual Show held at the end of August. 360 entries were received from members of 12 clubs as far north as Inverness and as far south as Edinburgh. A quite remarkable number of the Aberdeen general public also visited the Show—well over 1000! This was, in fact, rather more than the organisers had expected and when the fish room was shown open, after judging, there was as much congestion, reports P.R.O. Mr George Rodger 'as in a tin of sardines?' Fortunately, this did not last long and, once the crowd thinned out, it was possible to view the fish in comfort. The huge numbers ensured that the event was a great success for the Aberdeen AS who were organising the Show for the first time ever. The best fish in the show was a Labos erythraea entered by Mr J. Kelly of Dundee and the Society pointings were: 1. Perth; 2. Arbroath; 3. Aberdeen; 4. Dundee.


In Brief...

MEMBERS of WEYMOUTH AS took full advantage of the presence of lecturer and FRAS-A 'grade' judge Mr R. Matley to ask him various questions after his talk on fishkeeping. Mrs V. Worth won the table show class for angelfish and Mr J. Fancy that for loaches and butts. New auctioneer Mr D. Kelly did a very good job raising funds for the Society at the auction. Chairman Mr D. Rogers and Mr G. Fitzgerald were thanked for setting up a display tank at Weymouth's 'Big Affair' that had attracted much attention and some enquires from prospective new members.

SUFFOLK A & PA members were treated to a very much appreciated lecture by Mr M. Birch from Mickfield on water gardens, with slides of the development of a water garden. Mr Birch answered questions and altogether created a successful, informative and entertaining meeting. Mr Auffret won both in the labyrinth and arow classes at the table show.

THERE would appear to be a growing interest in the breeding and exhibiting of guppies, judging by the new members enrolling at most of the last few meetings of the MANCHESTER SECTION of the FGA. Interest has been maintained with slide shows, lectures and talks and discussions. The meeting on 4 November, at the usual venue of Lonsight Hotel, near entrance to Belle Vue, 2.30 p.m., is the Section's Open Show.

A TALK and slide show on coldwater fishkeeping by Mr Frank Tyrone of Sheaf Valley AS provided an interesting evening for GAINSBOROUGH AS members. Mr Tyrone also judged the table show, partly to his listeners his knowledge of how to select young fish for showing. Mr & Mrs R. Harris won in the classes for killifish and pairs of livebearer, Mr & Mrs W. D. Gilding the arow, and J. & M. Brumby the pairs of livebearers, juniors, class.

PRIVATEERS (SHIPLEY) AS members found the film show and talk on marines recently given by Mr P. Moorhouse of Huddersfield most informative and enjoyable.

BURY ST EDMUNDS & DAS will be hoping to attract new members when their Fish Exhibition is held on 8th December at the Oddfellows Hall, Whiting Street, Bury St Edmunds (doors open 10 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.).
...HIGH WYCROME AS has had its usual busy programme over the last few months with speakers on such disparate subjects as fish photography and tortoises. The annual Open Show produced the usual crop of 'Open Show headaches' but was considered a success by all. It has been decided to open the club to junior members over 14 years of age. Those interested are invited to contact the secretary at Penn 3825 or attend a meeting at the White Horse, Oxford Road, High Wycombe on alternate Thursdays.

...At the last monthly meeting of the BIRMINGHAM SECTION of the FGA (4th Sunday of month), The Glebe Farm Community Centre, Stechford, show secretary Mr B. Beckett described the slide show of the beautiful overseas and home exhibits at this year's FGA World International, together with slides of the preparatory work, such as collecting the overseas entries from London Airport. Five new members were welcomed. Major award cards were: Best female tail, Mr B. Beacham; Best male cottertail, Mrs J. Croft; Best breeder, best in show with breeders pairs, Mr R. Jones (winning his first two silver cards).

...DERBY REGENT AS staged two very successful exhibitions at the British Rail Carriage and Wagon Works and the British Rail Locomotive Works, Derby. These were part of B.R. Open Days, which attracted many thousands of people. The Society's stand was composed of a cottage with pond and fountain surrounded by plants and shrubs and many tanks of tropical and coldwater fish.

...AMERSHAM & DAS welcome visitors at their meetings. On 3rd October a three-way match will be held with Hemel Hempstead and Borehamwood AS; for 17th October, a discussion among members on fishkeeping gadgets is scheduled; 7th November, a speaker from the Thames Conservancy Board has been engaged.

...BRACKNELL AS have been both guests and host recently—entertained by Hendon & DAS with an excellent slide show on cichlids of the African Continent and host for the Three Counties Quiz League in August (results: Bracknell 33, Basingstoke 69, High Wycombe 65, Didcot 52, Reading 48).

...WHEN Mr Don Curry, chairman of the EDMONTON SECTION of the FGA, presented the July awards he particularly congratulated the winners on their achievements in so short a time as all were comparative newcomers to the hobby: Mr A. James, Breeders Diploma; Mr & Mrs B. Burnell, gold badges; Mr P. Bussey, silver badge. At this table show Mr & Mrs Don Phillimore won the Best Male, Best female, Best Exhibit awards, Mr A. James the Best Breeder. Anyone interested in the fancy guppy will be very welcome at meetings on the first Sunday of the month at The Royal British Legion Hall, Holtwhites Hill, Enfield.

**Dates for Your Diary**

6th October. EAST LONDON A & Mr D. Brooks. Show. St. Margaret's Church Hall, Waterloo Road, Bethnal Green. Details: Mr F. Vicker, 10 Arndale Way, Collie Row, Romford, Essex.

5th October. CARDIFF AS 7th Open Show, St. Margaret's Church Hall, Waterloo Road, Roath, Cardiff. Details: Mr C. Turner, 146 Arran Street, Roath, Cardiff.

7th October. EALING & DAS Open Show, Hanwell Community Centre, Cuckoo Lane, Greenford, Middlesex. Details: Mr John Batu, 9a Valetta Road, Acton, London W-3. FBAS Trophy Class S.

7th October. HINCKLEY & DAS Open Show, Heathfield High School, Belle Vue Road, Earl Shilton, Leicester. Details: Mr T. Saunders, 29 Brawley Drive, Leic.


21st October. SHERWOOD AS Open Show, Thorneby Miners Welfare Hall, Edenmore, nr Olberton, Mansfield, Notts. Details: Mr J. Loe, 25, Marple Avenue, Mansfield-Woodhouse, Notts. NG18 9LY (phone: Mansfield 23468).

28th October. DONCASTER & DAS Open Show, Broddsworth Miners Welfare Hall, Welfare Road, Woodlands, nr. Doncaster.

2nd-4th November. London's Sixth Annual Exhibition of Fabulous: THE AQUARIUM SHOW '75 at the Royal Horticultural Society's Old Hall, Vincent Square, London SW1. (Game to Show Organiser, FONI, 554 Garrard Lane, London SW17 ENV)

3rd November. GSBG Quarterly Meeting. Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, Holborn, London WC1, 2.30 p.m.

4th November. MIXENDES TPS Open Show, Mixenden Community Centre, Clough Lane, Mixenden. Details: Mrs J. Poole, 12, Cheshire Terrace, Halifax, Yorks, HX3 6LT.

4th November. FGA Manchester Section Open Show, Longsight Hotel, rear entrance to B.C.S. Manchester, 2.30 p.m. Details: Mr D. Glen, 16, Nutall Avenue, Whitefield, Manchester, M28 2QA.

13th November. HARTLEPOOL AS Open Show, Longyear Hall, Roonin Carsear, Details: Mr J. W. James, 43, Sunderland Road, Hartlepool, Co. Durham, TS25 9BW.

13th November. WALTHAMSTOW & DAS Open Show. Details to be announced.

17th November. GSBG 25th Anniversary Dinner Dance. Details: Mr T. Freeman, 68, Gordon Road, Enfield, Middlesex.

24th November. 1973 HENDON CONGRESS.

1st December. FBAS Assembly, Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, London WC1, 2.30 p.m.

2nd December. HORSFORTH AS 4th Open Show. New Civic Hall, Manningham, Pudsey.

8th December. BURY ST EDMUNDS & DAS Exhibition of Fish. Oddfellows Hall, Whiting Street, Bury St Edmunds. Open from 12 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. Refreshments available.

**WINGATE of WINCHESTER**

7 MARKET STREET
Tel 2406

for HEALTHY TROPICAL FRESHWATER AND MARINE FISH—and A COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF AQUARIUMS AND ACCESSORIES. Main stockists of JUWEL and GEM aquariums. Est. 1940
NEW FROM

Hobby

AQUALIT

Lime-free Base
Soil with Trace
Elements for Aquariums

Produced from loam, clay etc.
Aqualit promotes healthy growth.
From the first day the aquarium
takes on the natural colour of an
established tank. In aquariums
previously prepared with standard
gravel a similar effect can be
obtained with a covering of Aqualit.

Also in the AQUALIT range of
aquarium fertilizers:

AQUALIT NAHRBODEN
Aquarium fertilizer in tablet form 20p + VAT

AQUALIT NAHRBODEN
Aquarium fertilizer in powder form 35p + VAT

From better Pet and Aquarium Stores or
write to the Distributors

DISTRIBUTED BY

IMPELEC

89/89a Park Street
Slough, Bucks.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
In our Showrooms at all times
A wide variety of rare and interesting specimens of tropical fish
Complete selection of Aquatic Equipment
A Growing selection of Marine fish

Mondays 9 a.m.–1 p.m.
Tues., Wed., Thurs., 9 a.m.–6.30 p.m.
9.0 a.m.–8.0 p.m. each Fri.
Open Saturdays to 5.30 p.m.
Closed all day Sundays

keith baraclanghu AQUARIST LTD
588 GREAT HORTON ROAD, BRADFORD BD7 3HW, YORKSHIRE
See us on STAND No. 1 at the BELLE VUE AQUARIST FESTIVAL
Tel: Bradford 76341
STD 0274

Classified ADVERTISEMENTS

AQUATIC SUPPLIERS
M.S. TROPICAL FISH (Maurice Stray—Aquarist), Church Road, Bishops Cleeve, nr Cheltenham, Glos. We have the finest selection of tropical marine in Gloucestershire; also a comprehensive selection of fresh water tropicals, plants, and all other aquarists’ requirements. Phone 024-267 3077. Open till 8.30 p.m. weekdays.

EQUIPMENT
AQUARIUM FRAMES, STANDS AND SHADES plus ornamental stands. Frames from 1¾ x 1¾ square steel, 48 x 15 x 12 £4.00; 48 x 15 x 15 £4.20. Aluminium shades 48 x 12 £3.00, 48 x 15 £3.30. Stands, plain 2-tier: 48 x 12 x 30 in. high £3.75. VAT and carriage paid. Money back guarantee. All sizes quoted, send s.a.e. for full price list. Jockey Engineers Ltd, Derwent Place, Leeds 11. Phone 25061.
RUSTPROOFED AQUARIA, ornamental stands, glazing cement. Equipment manufacturers: s.a.e. Westby, Barton, Ormskirk.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Rates: 4p per word (minimum charge 40p); Box no. 10p extra if required. Remittance with order to be sent to PetFish Monthly 554 Garratt Lane, London, SW17 0NY

MISCELLANEOUS
MICRO EELS, 25p incl. postage. 18 Cefn-Don Tce, Cwmfahan, Port Talbot, Glamorgan, S. Wales.
BADGES. Every Society needs bright enamel badges. For best service and quality contact R. E. V. Gomm Ltd., 14-15 Frederick Street, Birmingham B1 3HE.

REPTILES
REPTILES, AMPHIBIANS. Free list. J. & D. Naturalists, 51 Sandy Road, Seaforth, Liverpool, 21.

BOOKS
BIND your copies of PETFISH MONTHLY as you receive them. Binders £1.10(32) each post free from PFM offices.
FBAS Show Fish Guides and Technical Information. Booklets nos. 1, 2 and 3, 24 pages each; 18p each post free. P.F. Publications, 554 Garratt Lane, London SW17 0NY.


TORTOISES, TERRAPINS & TURTLES by L. and A. Noel-Hume. 112 pages, 13 plates, 19 line drawings, 30p. PetFish Publications, 554 Garratt Lane, London, SW17 0NY.
Unbeatable value

GUSIE AQUARIUM AIR PUMPS

These highly-efficient pumps are quiet, powerful, durable and economical and, in the opinions of many users, better than other pumps which are more expensive — another example of the Gussie brand value for money. Single or twin; both versions are 'trembler' pumps with long-lasting moulded diaphragms. Your fish will be safe with Gussie Aquarium Air Pumps.

Twin-Pump, with two diaphragms and two outlets.
Single version
Spare diaphragm kits available.

Ask at your usual retailer
ARMITAGE BROS. LTD. ARMITAGE HOUSE, COLWICK, NOTTINGHAM NG4 2BA

LET GUSIE CARE FOR YOUR FISH

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
Where to Buy

PFM
RETAILERS’ DIRECTORY

BERKSHIRE
Berkshie Aquatics (0734 582162)
359 Oxford Road, Reading
Th F open till 8 Sun 10-12
Trop F Coldwater F
Marine (Wish & Ret)

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Bourne End Aquarium (Bourne End 25000)
24 Furlong Road, Bourne End
Daily till 5.30 Th 7-9
Sun 11-1 3-5 Closed W
Trop F Coldwater F Plants Equip

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Finsah Tropical Centre (Wisbech 0945 & 2035)
29 Norwich Road, Wisbech
M T F Th S 9-1 2-5.30
9.30 Sun 2-5.30
Trop F Coldwater F Marine
Marine Trop Marine (Wish & Ret)
Equip Books (Ret)

DERBYSHIRE
Terry J. Aquatics
(Derby 23325 & 23716)
129 St Thomas Road, Derby DE36RH
M T W 8-8 F 9.30-8 S 9.30-7.30
Sun by appt
Trop F Plants Equip Marine

DEVON
Barrington Aqua Centre
(Barnstaple 2502)
The Square, Barnstaple
M T W 8-8 F 9-6 W 9-1
Trop F Coldwater F
Plants Equip Books

DORSET
Peter Mardon Aquatic, Pet Garden Centre
24 High East Street, Dorchester
Th F S W 9-4 W 9-1
Trop, Marine, Coldwater Fish
Rep & Amphib Plants Access Fools etc

ESSEX
Harlow Aquarium Supplies (20098)
Service Bay No. 6, Perry Road
Staple Tye, Harlow
M T W Th F 4-10 S 10-1 2-10
Sun 10-1 2-6
Marine Freshw F Tank Equip
Plants Displays incl. (Wish & Ret)

HAMPSHIRE
Atlantic Aquarium (Bournemouth 59599)
640 Winnhouse Road, Winton
Bournemouth
M T F S 9-6 W 9-1
Trop F Pond F Plants Equip

HERTFORDSHIRE
Psypets (Watford 22808)
51 Market Street, Watford
M T Th S 8.30-5.30 W 8.30-1 F 8.30-6
Trop F Reptiles Plants Equip

KENT
Aquarium Supplies (T. Wells 30791)
I Castle Street, Tunbridge Wells
M T W Th F S 9-6
Trop F Pond F Marine Plants Equip

Lancashire
Aquascapes
(Blackburn 55049)
78-80 Whalley Range
Blackburn BB1 4EA
M T F S 9-6 Th 9-6.30
Trop F Marine F Coldwater F Equip
Plants Books Garden tools

LEICESTERSHIRE
The Boot Aquarium (Leicester 2788)
106-200 Belgrave Gate, Leicester
M T W F 9.30-7 S 9-4 Early close Th
Trop F Pond F Plants Equip Marine

LONDON
Aquapets (01-567 2748)
17 Lemon Hill Road, West Ealing, W13
M T F S 9-5.30 W 9-1
Coldwater Trop Fish Plants Equip

For details of advertising in Where to Buy write to PETFISH MONTHLY,
554 Garratt Lane, London,
SW17 0NY

Aquapets (01-567 1097)
12 Springfield Road, Ealing, W5
M T F S 9-5.30 W 9-1
Coldwater Trop Fish Plants Equip

Bonner Aquaria (01-960 1488)
203 Roman Road, E2
M T W S 9-7 Th 9-1 F 9-8
Coldwater F Trop F Marine Foods Accessories

Mayfair Aquarium & Pet Store
(Mrs Dorothy Stone) 01-672 7977
122 Upper Tooting Road, SW17
M T Th F S 9.30-5 W 9.30-1
Trop F Pond F Plants Equip Books Ponds

Norwood Aquarium (01-670 6908)
24 Knight Hill, E27
M T Th F S 9.30-6 Closed W
Trop F Plants Equip F Foods Ponds Pond F (Wish & Ret)

Queensborough Fisheries (01-743 2730)
111 Goldhawk Road, Shepherds Bush, W12
M T W S 9-6, F 9-7.30 Closed Th
Trop F Plants Equip F Foods Ponds Pond F

South Western Aquarium (01-672 2334)
2 Glenburnie Road, Tooting,
SW17 7PQ
M T Th F S 9-6 W Closed
Trop F Coldwater F Plants Equip Rep & Amphib F Tackle

St John’s Aquaria (01-874 5022)
St John’s Hill, Battersea, SW11
M T Th F S 9-6.30 F 10-7 W 10-1
Sat 9-6 Sun 11-1
Trop F Pond F Plants Equip Books Ponds Marine

Titchfield Tropical (01-834 5179)
24 Vaughton Bridge Road, SW11
M T W F 9-6 Th 9-5.30
Trop F Plants Equip F Foods Books

Wimbledon Aquaria (01-540 5217)
6 Stanley Road, SW19
M T Th F S 9-6 W 9-1 F 9-6.30 S 9-5.30
Trop F Pond F Plants Beds F Foods Equip

NORTHERN IRELAND
City Pets (22252)
Mr Len McConville
Low Friar Street, Newmarket upon Tyne
M T W S 9.30-5.30
Th F 9-5.30-7.30
Trop F Pond F Marine Plants Equip Books
STAFFORDSHIRE
R. J. Cook (021-557 2696)
134-136 Horsley Heath, Tipton
M T W Th F S 9-7
Trop F Plants Pond F Equip
(Whol & Ret)
Sutton Aquarium (01-643 1979)
120 Carshalton Road, Sutton
M T Th 10-6 F S 10-7 Close W
Sun 10-1
Trop & Coldwater F Plants Equip
Ponds Books
Wolverhampton Aquatics
(Wolverhampton 24147)
147 Horsley Field, Wolverhampton
M T W F S 9.30-6 Closed all day Th
Sun 10.30-1.30
Trop F Plants Ponds Equip Rep &
Amphib Mariness
SURREY
Aquapets (01-399 0678)
1 Grand Parade, Tolworth
M T W F S 9-5.30 W 9-1
Coldwater Trop F Plants Equip
Keith Barraclough (Bradford 76241)
568 Great Horton Road, Bradford 7
M T Th 9-6.30 F 9-8 S 9-5.30
W 9-1
Trop F Pond F Plants Equip Books
(Whol & Ret)
Joseph D. Fletcher (Sheffield 872209)
40 High Street, Swallownest,
Sheffield, S31 6TU
Trop F Plants Equip Books
John Hutchinson (Pets) Ltd
39/41 Wicker, Sheffield
M T W Th F S 9-6
Trop F Rep (Whol & Ret) S.a.e. lists
YORKSHIRE
Aqua-Marine Tropicals
61 Broad Street, Sheffield
M T W Th F S 9-6.30
Trop Marine Coldwater Fish Plants
Equip
WALES
Aquarium (OSW 2 55806)
9 Dillwyn Street, Swansea
M T W F S 9-6 Th 9-1
Trop F Pond F Rep & Amphib
Plants Equip

"THE WORLD'S LEADING AND LARGEST PUBLISHERS OF PET BOOKS"
IS NOT AN EASY ACCOLADE TO RETAIN

T.F.H.

DOES IT WITH PUBLICATIONS SUCH AS

PACIFIC MARINE FISHES
(Book 2) £8.50*

The second in a series of magnificent
"Pacific Marine Fishes" books—this one
continues where Book 1 left off and runs
from page 282—to page 560. It contains
literally hundreds of colour illustrations
plus an index covering both Books 1 and 2.
This book is a 'must' for any dedicated marine
enthusiast (as all those who purchased Book 1
will know!)—Of course, Book 1 is still
available and further volumes will follow.

AND

KOI OF THE WORLD
£8.50*

This magnificent 239 page book is, we feel
sure, destined to become the Koi Keeper's
Bible. Hundreds of colour photographs
illustrate the different koi varieties,
numerous others depict authentic Japanese
koi pools and can prove to be an excellent
guide should the reader intend construct-
ing a 'Japanese type' garden with pool.
The text covers such subjects as foods,
diseases, koi breeding, Japanese fish sales,
shows, etc.

THese, and dozens of other T.F.H. AQUATIC BOOKS ARE IN THE SHOPS NOW

If you would like a full list please send SAE to
SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS FOR T.F.H. PUBLICATIONS INC.
T.F.H. (GREAT BRITAIN) LTD, 13 NUTLEY LANE, REIGATE, SURREY (REI.45191)

*Suggested Retail Price. Above books ordered direct, please add 25p postage.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
THE BASIS OF OUR RESEARCH:

Our special products of fish food are based on formulae which have been made by a team of specialists after careful studies on fish and their feeding habits.

For the ideal food it is not only necessary that the food itself contains all the basic requirements for correct metabolism, but that these food substances should be readily available in the correct proportions for healthy growth and condition. For example, it is easy to increase the quantity of protein in any food by the simple addition of naturally occurring vegetable or animal proteins, but this increased availability of protein does not necessarily produce a better product as the fish can only assimilate or use a quantity that is necessary for its metabolism.

Correct formulation alone does not guarantee the best food. The raw materials have to be handled with special care in order to preserve all the vital ingredients. As we have the most modern equipment we are able to produce first-class food with the necessary physical and nutritional qualities necessary for feeding. For example, the specific gravity keeps the flakes floating or in suspension and are always within reach of the fish as the flakes never settle nor cloud the water in your aquarium.

SERA fish food contains: proteins, mineral salts, carbohydrates, fats and vitamins in the correct proportions which are necessary to keep the fish healthy and promote growth.

SERA also offers a complete range of vacuum freeze dried products, and for the most demanding fish: RED GNAT GRUBS, you have to try these to really believe their exceptional value.

There are SERA cures for: White Spot, Fungi, Neon disease, etc.

Ask your specialist dealer for SERA Products.

For more details and trade enquiries:

VANAFEX, 26 Forest Road, Paddock Wood, Kent

Phone 2416 (STD 089283)
The EHEIM MINIFILTER is a three-chamber external filter suitable for marine and freshwater aquaria up to a capacity of 75 litres (20 gallons). Utilizing three different filter media, the EHEIM MINIFILTER cleans aquarium water quickly and efficiently. The first chamber serves as a mechanical pre-filter. The EHFIX filter medium used here protects the more delicate filter materials in the next two chambers from damage by large particles. The filter cartridge in the second chamber blocks the smallest particles and arrests most bacteria. In the third chamber, EHFIX CARBON absorbs harmful organic material in the water. When the flow of water back into the tank is noticeably reduced, the filter has accumulated dirt and needs to be cleaned.

EHEIM POWER FILTERS
U.K. DISTRIBUTORS
John Allan
AQUARIUMS LIMITED
EASTERN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
EASTERN WAY
BURY ST. EDMUNDS - SUFFOLK

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
MURKY GARDEN POND?
CLOUDY AQUARIUM?
DIRTY GOLD FISH BOWL?
WHITE SPOT TROUBLE?

Bioquatic Laboratories produce a unique range of quality aquatic products which effectively deal with these problems. If unobtainable in your area write direct. Prices include V.A.T.

ACUREL® E will keep the water CLEAR in your garden pond. 2 oz to treat approx. 500 gals. Retail 49p. 4 oz to treat approx. 1000 gals. Retail 77p.

ACUREL® F will keep your aquarium CRYSTAL CLEAR and improve filter efficiency by over 500%. Retail 49p.

ACUREL® GOLD will keep your goldfish bowl CLEAN for many weeks without having to repeatedly change the water. Retail 33p.

ACUREL® Q is a well established, reliable cure for WHITE SPOT fungus and algae. Use it regularly as a disinfectant and preventive. In capsule form for accurate easy to administer dosages. Retail 33p.

ACUREL products are chemically pure and if used as directed will not harm your fish, plants and live foods etc.

TRADE ENQUIRIES TO:
Bioquatic Laboratories
Victoria Mill
Bakewell DE4 1DA

£460
Prize
Monies

£460
Prize
Monies

22nd BRITISH AQUARIISTS’ FESTIVAL
13th and 14th OCTOBER
1973
AT BELLE VUE,
MANCHESTER

Saturday 10 am to 8 pm
Sunday 10 am to 6 pm

Admission: ADULTS 32p
CHILDREN 22p

INCLUDES B.A.F. ZOO and GARDENS

THE BIGGEST and BEST AQUARIISTS’ SHOW of its kind in EUROPE

PLENTY OF SNACK BARS and RESTAURANTS. PARKING for THOUSANDS of CARS and COACHES

ORGANISED by THE FEDERATION OF NORTHERN AQUARIUM SOCIETIES

All enquiries to:
B.A.F. Organiser: G. W. COOKE,
33 Field Hill, Batley, Yorks
21 years F.N.A.S. Honorary Show Secretary

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
The ALGARDE
Biological Undergravel
FILTER
For Freshwater and Marine Tropical & Coldwater Aquaria

REGD. DESIGN
No. 954466

Operating from a standard air pump, this filter was designed to meet the exacting demands of the modern aquarist. The design of the base and large bore air-lift (fitting either end) give the high rate of filtration necessary even for marines. Flush base fitting prevents gravel from entering sub-gravel region. Once installed, no further attention necessary. The 3 sizes, used singly or in multiples, will fit standard aquaria.

9" x 17" 105p
11" x 17" 110p
11" x 23" 119p

Now—the
BEND & EXTENSION AIR-LIFT

Fits straight on to existing air-lift tube • Prevents splashing and staining of hood • Extends to 20 in. above base • Effective silencer on filters used without air stone • Creates current effect along top of water when used with outlet of bend at water level • Bend can be lifted above water level if preferred.

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR USUAL SUPPLIER NOW!

Manufactured in England by
ALGARDE, 401a RIPPLE ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
BE CERTAIN YOUR TANK IS EF(FISH)ENT

USE DISEASOLVE (MUCH MORE THAN AN ANTI-SEPTIC) EFFECTIVE AGAINST VELVET FINROT, POPEYE AND BACTERIAL INFECTIONS OF THE GILLS

NOT FORGETTING SCANKURE (for White Spot) FLOURISH (for better plants) AND SNAILSGON

ALSO SURESYNTH FILTER WOOL (COMES IN THREE SIZES)

In case of supply difficulty write to:

CAGEX Accessories Ltd UNIT 2 FARNBURN INDUSTRIAL EST FARNBURN AVENUE SLOUGH, BUCKS Telephone: 33922 or 33944

Binders for your copies of PetFish Monthly

£1.10 As you receive each issue of PFM it can be inserted into the binder, which holds 12 copies (one volume). Stiff covers, leathercloth bound, and gold-blocked title.

To PETFISH PUBLICATIONS 554 Garratt Lane London, S.W.17

Please send Binders for Petfish Monthly, for which I enclose P.O./Cheque value

Name

Address

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
JOHN HUTCHINSON

DISPLAY UNITS LTD
39/41 THE WICKER, SHEFFIELD
AND
J.M.C. AQUATICS LTD
59 STUBLEY LANE, DRONFIELD

CORDIALLY INVITE THE AQUATIC TRADE TO THEIR
STAND AT THE AQUARIST FESTIVAL, BELLE VUE,
MANCHESTER, ON OCTOBER 13th AND 14th 1973

★ SEE THE FINEST DISPLAY OF TROPICAL
FISH AND SALES UNITS EVER !!
★ SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON QUANTITY
FISH SALES AND ON THE COMPLETE
USED UNITS !!

Cut out this coupon and post with a 10p postal order for up to date fish and unit lists (money refunded on first purchase).
Name
Address
Aquarist

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
AQUARISTS
WALTER R. SMITH LTD.
39 TIB STREET, MANCHESTER M4 1LX
Telephone: 061-832 2961

Stockists of:
Gem, Juwel, Hyware and Gold Star Aquariums, etc.
Tropical, Coldwater and Tropical Marine Accessories.

TROPICAL FISH HOBBYIST MAGAZINES
Many Back Issues available
commencing late 1959.
Up to December 1971 — 23p
Later issues — 25p
Prices EACH including postage.

Show room
16 Whittle Street,
off Tib Street

Trade enquiries welcomed.
Suppliers to Educational and Municipal Authorities.
CLOSED SUNDAY AND MONDAY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

TROPIKOS
AQUATICS LTD.
98 HIGH STREET, WEST WICKHAM, KENT, 777-0113
26 ROSEHILL COURT, BISHOPSPORD RD.,
MORDEN, SURREY, 01-648 1955
10-7 Mon-Fri 9-6 Sat 10-2 Sun (Morden) 1 day Wed (W.W.)

FREE FISH
When you spend £15.00
or more on dry goods
(accessories etc.)
We give you credit
on fish
to 10 per cent
of your order
e.g. you spend £18.30
on accessories and
we give you £1.83
credit on fish

UNUSUAL TROPICAL FISH
16' Tiger Shovelnose  £25.00
14' Perruno Catfish  £22.00
8' Hoplosternum Cats  £4.50
7' Shovelnose Cat  £6.50
6' Haplochromis triendon  £17.00 pair
10' Red Oscars  £14.50 pair
10' Wood Pimelodella  £12.00
10'—12' Pacus  £11.00
7' Mystus Cats  £4.50
5'—9' Tinfoils  £1.50—£4.50

ALSO A LARGE SELECTION OF
MARINE FISH AND INVERTEBRATES
FROM 80p EACH

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers.
NEW

LIVE FOOD CLEANER
AND GENERAL AQUARIUM ANTISEPTIC

FROM McLYNN'S

MACLENZE

LIVE FOOD CLEANER
AQUARIUM ANTISEPTIC
QUARANTINE SOLUTION FOR NEW STOCK
ADD TO SALT BATH TREATMENTS etc
FROM ALL GOOD PET AND AQUARIUM SHOPS

Distributed by

IMPELLE

89/89a Park Street
Slough, Bucks.

SMALL 24p
LARGE £1.20
(plus VAT)

** I saw your advertisement in PFM **
To build themselves up for the winter, your pond fish need

**Datam**

**POOL DIET Pellets**

—the established brand

—now!!

Datam Pool Diet consists of high-protein pellets in assorted sizes to suit all grades of pond fish. Packed in large moisture-resistant drums. Because they are the best—make sure you have a good supply in NOW!

We need hardly remind you that Datam Pond Fish Food is the leading brand in its field—so much so that we can only just keep pace with the demand!

**ASK YOUR FRIENDLY NEIGHBOURHOOD DATAM DEALER**

Factors and
Trade enquiries: DATAM PRODUCTS
PRINCESS WORKS, STATION ROAD, BEESTON, NOTTS.
For the best in Aquatic Supplies

---

**For Pool Liners in BUTYL**

**contact**

**ATLANTIC RUBBER**

We have been fabricating Pool Liners for many years and find that Butyl is the best material for this purpose. Our prices are competitive. Trade enquiries welcomed.

**Enquiries to:**

**ATLANTIC RUBBER LIMITED**

Atlantic Street
Altrincham
Cheshire
Tel: 061-928 2238

---

**AUTO FEEDING**

**FOR HOLIDAYS AND WEEKENDS**

for less than 50p

With the new AUTO FEEDER, Liverine enable you to supplement the varied diet of dry and live foods with continuous high protein feeding throughout the day. Refills, available at just over half the price of the original feeder, now enable you to achieve excellent growth results economically.

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
INKY SAYS
ISN'T IT ABOUT TIME
YOU STOPPED
FISHING
AROUND

"If you visit us once, you will want to come again and again so remember the name!"

HENDON AQUATICS
19 FINCHLEY LANE, NW4

Visit us any day of the week from 9.30 a.m. until 6.30 p.m., and by popular request our store is open every Sunday morning from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.

You can reach me by telephoning 01-203 4829

We guarantee to offer you only top quality fish and plants, at prices you can afford to pay. We have over 50 large aquariums packed with all varieties of tropical fish, beautifully aquascapeP with rocks and plants. You will find a complete range of aquariums, pumps, filters and all other accessories including all live foods.

We also specialise in coldwater fish for aquaria and ponds, water pumps and plants. A large selection of fibre glass ponds always on show. Expert advice and personal service is given willingly to all our customers.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
NO PARKING PROBLEMS AT:
CATFORD AQUARIA (K. N. WELLS)
72 BRADGATE ROAD
RUSHEY GREEN, S.E.6
SPECIALISTS IN TROPICAL & COLDWATER
FISH & PLANTS. FANCY GOLDFISH
always in stock—SUMBASS, CELESTIALS, etc.
Tel 01-690 3834 Open 6 days a week
Late night Friday

NEW HAW
AQUARIA
(07370 47999)
Tropical, Coldwater and Marine
All Pet Products
All glass sizes made to any size
Send S.A.E.
Open Mon.-Sat, 9:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Friday 7:00 p.m. - Close Wed. 1:00 p.m.
27 THE BROADWAY,
NEW HAW,
WEYBRIDGE, S.1.

K. S. PRICE
ARNOLD'S YARD
OLD MARKET PLACE
ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE
Tel: 061-828 7937
(rear of the Unicorn Hotel)

AND

265 BURNAGE LANE
MANCHESTER 19
Tel: 061-432 5406

Manufacturers of Aquaria
Tropical, Marine and Coldwater Fish
Plants, Live Foods and Accessories
Send S.A.E. for our retail price list

HOURS
ALTRINCHAM
Mon., Wed., Thur., Fri.
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sat., 9.30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Mon.

BURNAGE
Mon., Wed., Thur., Fri.
9.30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sat., 9.30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Sun and Mon.
Lunch 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.

A PRACTICAL FISHKEEPING MANUAL
KOI
Keeping the Fancy Japanese Pond Carp

By COLIN D. ROE
& ANTHONY EVANS

This PRACTICAL FISHKEEPING MANUAL
from PetFish Publications was the first comprehensive book in English on the fancy Nishiki-koi
from Japan. Colour photographs show a wide range of the available koi varieties; information on the origin
of these, as well as practical advice on keeping and breeding koi.

IN FULL COLOUR

U.S.A. & Canada $8.00 post free
56 pages 8 in. by 5½ in.
SBN 901768 00 6
Published by
PETFISH PUBLICATIONS
834 GARRATT LANE LONDON SW17

OX YGEN

WITHOUT IT, ANIMAL AND PLANT ORGANISMS CANNOT BREATHE. THEREFORE AN ADEQUATE OXYGEN CONTENT IN THE WATER OF YOUR AQUARIUM IS ESSENTIAL.

- Insufficient plant growth
- Overstocking
- Decaying plants
- Remains of food

ALL LEAD TO A LOSS OF OXYGEN WHICH CANNOT BE REMEDIED BY FILTRATION OR AERATION

USE HOBBY OXYGEN PEARLS—which being mildly

disinfectant will also help to prevent disease and destroy floating green algae.

From good dealers or from Distributor

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
Biozonics

models 3SF & 3SF-520
3 stage
AQUARIUM
POWER
FILTERS

model 3SF-520
- Designed for 50-200 gallon tanks.
- Pumps up to 60 gallons per hour.
- Electropolished stainless steel components.
- Lower flow rate keeps tank at a constant level.
- Larger filter surface area to enhance filtration.
- Easy to clean with removeable top lid.
- Comes complete with everything needed.
- Comes complete, ready to run. No extra filters.
- Includes all necessary equipment and accessories.

£11.71
(Incl. V.A.T.)

model 3SF
- Same features as model 3SF-520 but with a smaller pump.
- Clear, easy-to-read instructions.
- Complete with all necessary equipment and accessories.

£13.62
(Incl. V.A.T.)

Biozonics Corporation
15 Tech Circle, Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181

Available from your aquatic or pet shop

Distributed by
Peterama Ltd - The Bilton Estate - Waterhouse Lane - Chelmsford - Essex

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
To ensure a more luxuriant plant growth mix a little

**DYNOPHYLL** into your gravel.

- Enough for 44 lb of gravel **30p + VAT**
- Enough for 178 lb of gravel **£1.50 + VAT**

If it is too late because your aquarium is set up

**DYNOPLANT** will give the same result.

- Enough to treat 133 gallons **60p + VAT**
- Enough to treat 660 gallons **£2.00 + VAT**

**BIOMARIN** is for marine tanks only. It contains essential vitamins and vital elements which will strengthen fish and promote plant life. Enough to treat 133 gallons **60p + VAT**

**BIOCORYN H3** contains a new active enzyme which disinfects the water (it will even clear up a dead fish left in the tank!), gets rid of unpleasant smells, keeps down algae, and with the help of an ordinary filter transforms the tank into a biological filter system—no need for a power filter!

- Enough to treat 110 gallons **80p + VAT**
- Enough to treat 555 gallons **£2.00 + VAT**

**FACTOR S** Blackwater tonic—water softening—pH reducing—algae preventing—bacteria killing **60p + VAT**

**ECONOMY SIZE** **£2.00 + VAT**

**LIMNACID** will kill all snails without harming the fish or plants.

- Enough to treat 44 gallons **60p + VAT**
- Enough to treat 220 gallons **£2.00 + VAT**

A stamped addressed envelope will bring you a free coloured leaflet on any of the above.

**HILLSIDE AQUATICS**

29 DIXONS HILL ROAD, WELHAM GREEN, NR. HATFIELD, HERTS.

TEL. HATFIELD 62522

---

**AUTO FEEDER**

FOR CONTINUOUS HIGH PROTEIN FEEDING

—the easy way to success for less than 50p

This new idea solves the problem of what to do with your fish whilst you are away for a long weekend or on holiday. The AUTO FEEDER allows you to safely leave an average community tank of 35 fish for a week. For longer periods an economic refill can be easily fitted by someone with no idea about fish-keeping, thus preventing those holiday tragedies.

---

**SUBSCRIPTION ORDER**

To

**PetFish Monthly**

554 Garratt Lane
London, SW17 0NY

Please send me PetFish Monthly

- each month for 6 months **£1.50**
- 12 months **£3.00**

($7.50 for 12 months for USA and Canada)

(starting with the...issue (subscriptions can run from any month's issue for six or for twelve issues). Cash/cheque/P.O. enclosed.

Name

Address

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers.
PACIFIC AQUARIUMS SUPPLIES LIMITED

RETAIL
MARINES INVERTEBRATES
FRESHWATER, TROPICAL &
COLDWATER FISH
STOCKIST OF: Frozen Mysus,
Plankton and Seameat.
ALSO VERBRO AQUARIUMS
and all makes and brands of
aquarium products

They say it's the best shop in London! Visit us now.
We are sure you will agree.
1058 TRINITY COURT
WHITGIFT CENTRE
CROYDON SURREY

Hours of Business:
10.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m.
Closed all day Wednesday

PHONE
01-688 1298

PACIFIC AQUARIUMS SUPPLIES LIMITED
4th SUCCESSFUL YEAR
in
WHOLESALING
and
IMPORTING TROPICAL FISH

SEND!!
PHONE!!
CALL!!

40 GRANGE ROAD
THORNTON HEATH
SURREY

FOR
PRICE LIST

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
Make the diet balanced and varied.

Fish are quite human in one respect. They do like a varied diet, but it must be a balanced one.

The best way to make sure they get it is to give them the best food you can. And that means Phillips Fish Foods — the result of scientific research and comprehensive trials in experimental aquaria.

Leading aquarists and fish breeders know this. And they vary the diet with Phillips Flaked Fish Foods, Phillips Maxiflakes and Phillips Multifreeze.

Make sure your fish get these nourishing foods.

Phillips Flaked Fish Foods
- A nutritious high-protein food containing liver, fish and meat meals, insects, crustaceans, vegetable matter, brewers' yeast, milk powder and cod liver oil. Rich in vitamins and minerals. 45% protein. Drum 72 per, 1 lb 34s, 4 oz 62s, 9 oz 1.85s.

Phillips Maxiflakes
- Larger flakes for hand feeding the larger tropical fish. 1 oz 30s, 1 lb 72s.

Phillips Multifreeze
- A 100% freeze-dried blend of seven nourishing foods for tropicals and marines. Drum 29s.

Phillips Fish Foods - the best that cost less.
PHILIPS YEAST PRODUCTS LIMITED, PARK ROYAL ROAD, LONDON NW10 7YR.

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
For T.F.H. Hard- and Soft-cover Books. We Carry Full Range—Why not Visit Our Store or Use Our Postal Service

- Anabantids, Gouramis and Related Fishes £2.30
- A Guide to Freshwater Aquarium Fishes (Hervey & Hems) £2.75
- Goldfish and Koi in Your Home £3.45
- Goldfish Pools, Water Lilies & Tropical Fish £3.45
- Handbook of Tropical Aquarium Fish £2.26
- Innes: Exotic Aquarium Fish £1.90

- Caribbean Reef Fish £5.25
- Koi of the World £8.50

- Cichlid Handbook (Goldstein) £4.30
- Diseases of Fish (Bacterial) £3.25
- Diseases of Reptiles (Books I, II, III) £3.60
- Tropical Aquarium Fishes Freshwater or Marine £2.50

- Exotic Fish Hard Cover £6.30
- Looseleaf £8.50
- Binder £2.05

- Live Jewels (Fancy Carp) £4.50
- Livebearing Aquarium Fishes (Kurt Jacobs) £6.00
- Parasitology of Fishes £6.00

- Poisonous Marine Animals £3.25

- Books 1 & 2 £8.50 ea.

- Marine Fish Looseleaf £8.50
- Binder £2.05

- 80p Rasbora (Brittan) £4.30
- £2.87 Sea Anemones £2.60
- £3.75 Spawning Problem Fishes Books I, II £1.25

Postal Charges for orders up to £1. 16p; £2. 25p; up to £4. 36p; up to £6. 45p.
DURING OCTOBER
WE HOPE TO DISPLAY
SPECIAL
MARINE NATURAL SYSTEM
AQUARIA

COMPRISING LIVING CORAL
REEF INVERTEBRATES, PLANTS,
ROCKS AND FISHES SUITED
TO THIS SYSTEM

ALSO GOOD RANGE OF TROPHY
DECOR AQUARIA

PLEASE NOTE—All enquiries requiring a reply MUST be accompanied by S.A.E. Our premises are situated on the main Stratford-Birmingham road, 8 miles from Birmingham. Midland “Red” Bus No. 150 from Bus Station, Birmingham, passes the door, alight at “The Crown”, Monkspath.

HOURS OF BUSINESS—NOVEMBER-MARCH 10 a.m.-5 p.m., APRIL-OCTOBER 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

CLOSED ALL DAY SUNDAY AND MONDAY

TERMS OF BUSINESS—Cash with order please. Fish sent by rail. Tropical minimum order £3.50, inc. container and carriage £1.50. Cold-water minimum order £3 plus £1.50 each and carriage. Plants by post (minimum order £5) please add £0.50 each and packing.

PRINTED BY AELARD AND SON LTD, SARTHOLOMEO PRESS, DORKING